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attract attention to schools with
.... ..Minority students who may 'high levels of defaults, but what
1,
~Mu.
attend the University of New will probably happen is you will
<.
Hamphire in the future may be get a combination of w_hat
0
the hardest hit by a proposed different people are proposmg,
Aero\c>k$
cut in federal aid to eduactional said Richard Craig, from the
,Z:
instutions whosealumni have Department of Financial Aid . .
fj\
z
You will probably get some
\,\
defaulted on stu,dent loans.
vi
JI.
only
and
Craig,
With the am;mpt to tighteµ regulations, said
M~,al Ar-ts
government spending, there has in an extreme case would rhe
the
affect
proposing
been a lot of talk around Con- ideas their
gress lately about changing the . University of New Hampshire.
blame
to
is
who
to
regards
In
·
Guarenteed Student Loan Program. An announcnement made besides the students who .have
~
last Wednesday by Education defaulted, it is difficult to tag
•
Secretary William Bennet sug:- anyone with the responsibility,
·
gested eliminating federal loan said Craig.
According to the federal gomoney to secondary schools
A rough sketch of the proposed gym.
with a default rate on loan vernment, New Hampshire has
payments of ove.i;;~Rercent by one of the lowest default · rates
in the country' at eight percent,
· :'
prior students.
But is this fair to the new said Jake Baldwin, Director of
students it seerps to be pt~:n!sh- Public Affairs for ~ew Hamping or'· tb' the schools? And what ,shire Higher Educatton.
But if UNH failed to collect
kind of effect would it ha've ·on:
UNH if it failed to collect its /, on its loans and the government ·
· ·
loans?
ideas. We decided to take the up w:ith for structural ideas.
By Robin Hooker
T~·e · publicity is
The t_h ree multi-purpose
After aµ initial sutyey .o_f . time .to research tlie needs of
courts, woµJd be surrounded by
_·
th~ student body.''
several New ·.England colleges,
the Field House Advisory Gom- ·, This research has also in- a tw.o lane running tr:ack.
eluded a survey of five hundred Adjacent to the main courts
mittee has established a plan
varsity and junior varsity ath- might be smaller rooms de-·
khich may provide students
letes he.re at the university. The signed for any variety of sports.
with an alternative for indoor
There is some thought about
aim is to develop a new facility
recreational sports according
that is both functional for joining the facility to Alexander
to Sabra Clarke, student body
Hall and/or the MUB according
athletics and entertainment.
,
·
vice-pre.sident.
According to Sabra Clarke,the to Clarke.
According to Clarke the purClarke said,"We're really
pose of the new committee • Student Senate rejected the first .
is,"To advise the Student Senate set of plans, ..because we didn't getting crazy thinking about the
· as to what course it should take like the lay out. It was basically possibility of connecting it to
involving the construction of four walls and two bask~,tball the MUB."
Regarding the financial feascourts;"
a new recreation facility."
The Student Senate is collab- ibility of the new construct,
. A few committee members·
1
went ~n a 'field house trip on orating with campus architec- .,. ., Sabra _Clarke said,"We're trying
tural . students in developing a .co come up with the idea then
·November 5 visiting several
recreation facility similar to the sell it. I think there are enough
·
Rhode
in
campuses
college
groups on campus that see the
Island ..Induded in the tour were sketch displayed on this page.
The positioning of the pro- ·need."
Providence College, Brown UniShe added that,"We're not
posed new building would be
verstiy, and Bryant University.
Alexander Hall where sure where the funding is com- ·
behind
choswere
institutions
These
Some smokers will try to break the habit during the Great en because ·they had all recently delapitated tennis and basket- ing from. It could possibly come
American Smokeout on Thursday. (Craig Parker photo)
from a separate field house
constructed recreation facilities ball courts are now.
· The illustration pictured here capital improvements fee on the
of their own..
Clarke said,"The purpose of displays what the Field House student tuition bill.'.'
.::.::..:.d=-v:.. .:i=-so=-r::.. iy~C:.. .:o..::.:m..::.:m=i_tt:.. .:e-=-e_h_a__s_c_o_m_e_,_._ _ _--,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
this. trip was · to spa!_~ some , ,A.
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Sen ate scou ts rec gym s

Cam pus set for
10th Smo keou t

By Jessica Standish
This Thursday, UNH will
join the nation in trying to drop
the cigarette habit by joining
in the 10th annual Great American Smokeout.
The University is sponsoring·
many supportive non-smoking
activities such as support booths
in the dini~g halls and the MUB
according to Kathleen GildeaDinzeo, adviser to the consumer
board and substance abuse coun- ·
· .selor.
Gildea-Dinzeo said a heart
and lung machine will qe available for students to measure .the
capacity of their lungs. She,.,,said
this machine, which is provided
by Wentworth-Do uglas Hospital, will allow many students

to see how much damage smoking is causing their lungs.
According to Gildea-Dinzeo
many students walk a.way from
this machine after seeing ·their
results and vow to quit smoking.
Monica Wells, Health and
Human Resources chairperson
for the Student Senate, said that
non-smokers can get involved
in the activities as well. The
non'-smoker can choose a friend
to help quit for ·the day, she said.
Those committed to quitting
are provided with "survival
kits,_" accordiqg w Wells, which
consist of hard candies, gum,
puzzles and other things to keep
the smoke~ occupied.
SMOKE, page ·19

INSIDE Sen ate to vote
What do foreign students
think of UNH? Fif1d out on
page 3..
Dimond Library is in need
of "urgent" improvements. See·story on page
3.
the UNH Debate team
won honors. See story on
page 5.

on pass /fail plan
By Susan Flynn
The current policy allows
The incentive for students to students .to take classes, not
perfor~ better in pass/ fail · general education requirements
courses may improve if the or classes related to their major,
Academic Senate passes a bill and receive only .a pass or a fail
which will allow students to mark at the end of the -course.
This allows students to venaverage in grades received in
these classes that are higher ture into areas of learning where
than their present grade point they would not enter if it could ,
negatively affect their cumulaverage.
A proposal for a new pass/ fail ative grade point average.
The proposal was broken up ·
policy for the University was
presented at the Academic Se- into two parts. Th~ first part
nate meeting last night. The of the bill which consisted of
members 0f the Senate were "Revisions For Clarification of
asked to review a written prop- · Existing Rl!les," was .basic~lly
.
'
osal that will be voted at the next
.
6
page
PASS/FAIL,
meeting on December 7th.
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Military not center of UNHstudent's life
.
By Michele Ferguson
· tant," he said.
McShane said he feels the
· John McSharie, a senior here
.at University of New Hamp- -defense of his country and the
shire, usually attends his classes · protection of his family. and
in civilian attire. But when he friends are ·important to him.
,shows up wearing his· Army· At 21, bei,ng a member o_f the
cadet uniform., students know · US Army Reserves and an
he isn't just a guy who happens enlisted man as well as an ROTC
cadet for the past three years
to like short haircuts.
When people ask McShane is McShane' s way of expressing
about his uniform and his hair- his commitment to protect
cut, he tells them about his those things in his life.
McShane said he also feels it
choice to get involved in the
Army division of the Reserved is important to clear up misconOfficers Training Corps ceptions many p~ople have
(ROTC) cadet program at about the ROTC program.
"We don't go around drafting
UNH. "But I don't push it on
·anyone. I'm in ROTC because people. The ROTC and the US
it fits naturally into my life aQd Army are strictly :volunteer
compliments my personality. · outfits," he said.
McShane said he chose ROTC
It's fulfilling to me," he said.
· McShane said in his opinion; as a part . of his activities at
those not involved in the pro- UNH, not as the main focus.
gram are not either because of He is a student before he is a
·a lack of information about it cadet:, and he asks that he be
· or because of negative opinions respetted as one. He takes 18
credil.'$,ta,semester, two of which
. about what ROTC stands for.
"Those people have every · are ROTC. McShane works each
right to. express their opinions. day to keep his GP A up, attends
It just depends upon their values his ROTC classes, and stay in
and what they feel is impor- · top physical condition..
1

Thompkins said she respects
"But my grades come first and
ROTC realizes this. They work • ROTC members as students, but
with you and look out for you not as military person9el. She
said military should not be
as a student," he said.
McShane said he feels he has mixed with education, and theresomething to be proud of, but . fore the ROTC program should
he often feels frustrated when be abolished.
olher students and ·people on . "We already have enough
campus qp not respect him and military power to blow up the
his fellow cadets as students. world 12 times over. We don't
ROTC classes and flag detail need so much," he said.
McShane is a devout Catholic
ceremonies are often interrupted by anti-war group protests arid a member of the Catholic
on campus. McShane said he Student Center. He works as a
counselor/tutor heiping sturespects their right to protest.
JOHN McSHANE
"I only ask they respect us dents with students with study
ROTC p.rogram members as -- skills at the TASK Center. "I one focus iri"li.fe. The milita·ry ,
students· so we may conduct our ~ like working with people on a is not an obsession with me, and
classes and activitfos without one-to-one basis," he said.
it's not as if I live at Zais Hall
McShane is very close to his (ROTC headquarters on caminterruption," he said. "Respect
and accept tis as students. That's parents and two sisters. H~ pus). My main focus right not
enjoys going out with his friends is as a college student," he said.all I ask."
Andie Thompkins of the and spending t.ime with his
So when McShane wears his
. Coalition of Disarmament & girlfriend, Carolyn Croteau, a uniform· and haircut to ·classes
Peace on campus said the group senior at UNH. He works hard and to work, he feels it i~ "no
goes to classrooms because at completing his cqmmunica- big deal," and "nothing traupeople do not, come to them. tions degree i11: hope of obtain- matic." He. integi:ates- these
"There are a lot of people in the · ing a career in the advertising · things into his life;·much fo. the
classes so when we burst in, we field when he decides to move same way he schedul~s his time
know we'll make a scene, a·n d on from the army.
"I don'f S(:e myself as ha.ving MCSHANE, page 7
get noticed," she said.
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Jet flips; 25
feared dead in Denver
4 Continental Airwa¥S jet with .81 people abqfr<lr,~
fli_p.ped on its back aqd skidded along a windswept.
runway as it tried to take off in a snowstorm Sunq::iy,
killing at least 19 and injuring more than 50,
.
authorities s.aid. .
Continental Flight 1713, en route to Boise, Idaho,
. slid off the runway and crashed at the north end
of Stapleton International Airport at 2: 13 p. m.
MST. The plane had made previous stops 'in
Oklahoma City and Kansas City. The National
Weather Service said visibility at the time was three.:.
eighths of a mile with wind gusts ofup to 21 mph.
Near-blizzard conditions hampered' rescue attempts, and some survivors were still trapped in
the wreckage more than 2 1/2 hours after -the
accident, said Stapleton International Airport
spokesman Richard Boulware. _Twenty-one persons
were able to walk away from the accident, apparently
because there was little or no fire at the scene, airport
·
officials reported.
The exact reason for the crash was unkown at
press time. Ned Walker, a Continental spok~s~an,
said "It did leave the runway. We have no idea at
this point'' as to the cause.

Bo.y awarded·$10,000
Soviet crackdown spurs
increase of moonshiners , :.. ._a fter giving "Qp_dog.
t·'

.
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. ,;_ ]New.Soviet statis(ics releasc:d, Sunday show that
the government sponsored crackdown on liqour
production and consumption has spurred ah increase
in illegally home-brewed vodka known as sa1:11ogon
and has resulted in over 390,000 arrests this year
so far--compared to fewer than 70,000 in all of 1985-as well as numerous problems involving exploding
home stills, rationed sugar sales, and rising public
·
.
cynicism.
· The Soviets claim to have asserted a partial success;
with the two-year-old "sobriety drive''., but Interior
Minister Aleksandr Vlasov reports that the
moonshine phenomenon i.s spreading to all layers
of society, and that it is not uncommon to see
drunkards on the streets imbibing "shaving lotion,
insecticide, glue, shoe polish and toxic industrial
alcohol" while black market prices fetch up to $60
for a liter of vodka in a country where the average
·
··
,'
weekly wage is $77.
Most Soviet citizens appear to remain undaunted .
by the threats and national sanctions. "Water is
the most important thing in life," proclaimed one
unidentified citizen, "b_ecause you can't make vodka
without it."

PSNH tries to
avoid bankruptcy
.

. .

Public Service Company of New Hampshire's ·
30-day grace period for the first ·defau~ted payment
of a $37 billion unsecured debt expired Su~day,
leaving Public Service with a $7.5 million interest
payment and allowing creditors to collect on all
. outstanding payments, a move which may force
the company i~to bankruptcy.
· . 'T he second interest payment was not paid
following a decision by the utility's board of directors,
according to spokesmin John Cavanagh. PSNH
is the state's largest, utility with over 350,000
·
• ·
customers.
As of yeste,;day morning, no petitions pad been
·filed regarding the $37 billion default, nor was U.S
- Ba~kruptcy <;:ourt clerk George Vannah aware of
·
. .
, ~my-creditors intending to file. . .
· : · · N~Hnajor investm;-owned electric utility in the
~··United States has defaulted on a debt since the 1930's
~
..
-.and :t~e Gre.~t J.?epression~

Bruins take. 3-game
wirining streak o·n ·t oad
The revamped Boston Bruins, owners of a three .
game winning streak that includes victories over
divisional rivals Montreal and Hartford, take to
the road for a five-game road trip with stops in
Calgary, Winnipeg, Minnesota, Detroit and Washington before returning home to the Garden
Thanksgiving night.
The recent Bruins turnaround can be attributed
to the hot netminding of goaJie Reggie Lemelin
(und,efeated in 'his last five), and the establishment ·
.of a strong front linf on the power play which teams
center Bob Sweeney with veteran wingers Rick
·Middleton and Cam Neely.
Boston owns a 9:- 7-2 record and second place in
·
the NHL's Adams Division.
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A ten-year~old Haywarq, California;, boy,. forcep . .
to give up his dog when his family was evicted from
their apartment last year has won $10,000 in
damages as part of an out-of-court settlement with
the landlord.
A lawsuit acchsing the ·landlord, Molly Kitajima,
of illegal eviction was filed in Alameda County
Superior Court by Kimberly Steinbach and her son
Shaun and two other families housed in the complex.
Ms-. Kitajima paid a settlement totalling $100,000
to the three families, with a $10,000 share going
to young Shaun Steinbach for the emotional distress
of. losing his dog, wh'ich was not allowed in his
·
.
·
'
family's, new apartment. ·
Ms. Kitajima's attorney, William Haskell, said ·
his client paid the settlement but ~ould adl)lit no
wrongdoing. She had intended for ,relatives to move
into the apartment, but for various reasons, they
·
·
· did.not.

Glowing arcs no
more than illusions
, Glowing blue arcs ~hich appear-as arches of light
that stretch across 1.9 million miles of space are
_ really nothing more than illusions created by light
bent by the intense gravity of a massive galaxy,
·
.
astronomers say.
Stanford University astronomy chairman Vabe
Petrosian and fellow astronomer Roger Lynds of
Arizona announced the finding of two and ·possibly
three baffling arcs this past January, a discove_ry
billed .at the time as "largest ,optically visible
structures yet observed in the universe". The arcs
are located some 7 billion light years away from
,
Earth.
Based on more recent analysis, Petrosian and
Lynds have determined that the arc in cluster Abell
370 is really only a "cosmic mirage'' created when .
a massive galaxy bend-s light from another galaxy
almost directly behind the first one, but roughly
twice as .distant. The discovery that ~he blue light
arcs are just mirages suggests that the· universe
contains enough dark matter, invisible from Earth,
to make the universe e:ventually collapse under
its own gravity instead of expanding forever, as
previously believed.
·· Before this discovery, explaining the baffling
arcs "gave theorists nightmares," according to
Petrosiari.
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tHcilftriafl to return to UNH

·S mithfood festival ·.
a feast for campus
.

.

:I

By Curtis Graves
wearing of judicial robes during around the world to protect the
Abbie Hoffman., . former the trial proceedings, and exe~ . tight ohgarchy here at hoine."
member of the Chicago Seven, cuting a backwards somersault
Hoffman caused a stir at
will be at the University to give upon first entering the cour- UNH i~ 1970 when he and By Jessica Purdy
a talk on Wednesday, November troom. .
.
·
fellow Chicago Seven members
Last Friday, 300 · people owned_ a restaurant, alwa'ys
18, in the Strafford.Room of the
Hoffman is also known as the Jerry Rubin and David Dellinger swa·rmed to Smith Hall's 4th taught him never to ·waste food.
MUB. .
founder of the Youth lnterna- came to speak in the Field Annual International Food Fes- As a result th~y used the extra
1
As one of the Chicago ·Seven tional Party, or the-Yippies.
House. The U nive.rsity Board . rival. The purpose of the feast ' ,rice in other functions.
protestors, Hoffman was arrestIn an article printed in the of Trustees vetoed the qse of was to give students the oppqr"Instead of throwing it a~ay,
ed at the 1968 Democratic · Ne"': ,York Times, Hoffman student funds to bring the
tunity to experience the prep- . we made ·rice pudding out of ~he
National Convention in Chica- described his politjcal views: controversial'speakers to UNH. aration of various foods from leftoyers," he said ..
go. After aflamboyapt trial, "You are talking to a leftist. I
UNH President John McCon- around the world.
Nora Nawar, Smith Hall
presided over by Judge Julius believe in the · redistribution of nell, New Hampshire Governor
Each di.sh was made with Directo.f,,.Said the festival reHoffman, he was convicted of wealth and power in the world. · Walter Peterson, and assorted great care by the students living ceived support from the ho_s t
some of the charges brought I believe in universal hospital · otherofficals also voiced their in Smith Hall, and enjoyed by families, Res_idential Life, Smith
against him. Hoffman subse- c_are for everyone. I believe that · opposition to the appearance. UNH students, faculty, and Hall Council, the Programming
quently received an -eight month we, should not have a single , The Univ:ersity administration
prison sentence.
· homeless person in the richest finally decided to allow the people from durrounding towns, Funding Organization and
organizers said.
Smith residents. Nawar said
At . the onset of the trial country in the world. And I speeches after weathering boisDespite a fuse blowing out their goal was not to mak
~H~ff man, noting that he and beht: vE> thar-.we should not have terous student' protest and fear- late in the evening of prepara- money but to create an inte.r
the judge shared the same a CIA that goes around over- · ing possible violent riots.
, tion, enough food was made to es~g and fun event for th
surname, claimed that the latter throwing governments and as- .
Hoffman is expected to take feed the 300 people who at- camp~. . _
·
·
was his illegitimate father. Some sassinating pol.itical leaders, questions from the audience tended the festival. The menu
"We jus.~ oke even and ther
of his other pranks included the working for tight oligarchies :,ifter his talk is through.
included:' German pies, sushi, were no lefto"vhs," she said.
Baklava, Swedish Meatl:>alls,_and
Students were in charge o
decorations, marketing, an
much· more.
·
Mikael Modigh, wl),o claimed coordiriatinati9.n for the feast
to have maae 200 meatballs, said said Nawar. Smith was adorne
that the students worked ail day with flags of differe-nt nation
Wednesday, Thursday, · a·nd represented in the do~m t
through the night preparing the advertise for the festival.
By Bryan Alexander
The Academic Senate will It listed four major weaknesses
2) to undertake a program of food. Modigh said the workwas "',•·m• m~aid that this was hi
consider a resolution next which drastically need improveregular increases in the library's done in shifts at two hour first yea
involved in th
month which will request that ment: t.he · inadeqµate seating
base budget in future budget ~ intervals, ofte~ requiring the feast but he hopes tb dcr it agai
President Haaland place the • ca-p acity, the inadequate shelf
years.
use of the meager resources next year. He said, he is als
Dimond Library and its space, the insufficient funds for
3) to establish a fund for found in Smi.th Hall's family looking forward to next year an
retrospective buying to fill gaps kitchen.
'to Smith Hall's springtim
branches on an urgent five year · books and periodicals, and the
improvement program.
overall overcrowding.
in the library's collection_that
This was not a big problem, Jnternational Fiesta 'in April.
J'he resolution was bTiefly
The resolution listed -s ix
exist because of inadequ~te however, because the students
· Nawar said, "We enjoye
dis-c ussed at the Academic Se- points which the President is
funding in previous years.
knew how to improvise. Modigh everyone's company and wer :
!bate meeting las_t night and will urged to undertake to improv,e
4)to increase the library's related one incident when more gladt~at everyone _w as so in
be voted on at the next mee.ting these situations.
faculty.
rice was made than was needed. . terested · .
urpose. So co_m
on December 7th>
1) to continue ·his effor~s to
, 5) to tdntinue efforts to
He said that his father who to our.fiesta t .
: g!"
The library _.i's "nearing a make sµpplementary funds for
remedy the library's space prob- &.i.iiiii••1111111- 11111111111111111111111- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - .. .- - - .
,crisis" accordingJo the Acadeµv the libr.;1ry's acquisition budget · - Jem.
·
· ·,,
·
'j_c Senate· Library Committee available in the current academic
6) to addre-ss the urgent needs
\vhkh wrot~' up the resolution. ' year.
of the branch lipraries:

Senate ,m ulls library options

·uNH seen 'through
eyes Of foreigners :

· By Rebecca Carroll
Manuel Amunategui and Sayatan Majumbar relaxed· comfortably on a lounge couch in Smith
Hall where they both reside. As .
they expressed their widely
varying thoughts and feelings
from their perspective _as for eign students hei:,e .at UNH, the
two friends bantered back and
forth, 1tnknowin'gl_y sharing
impressive insight.
·
· Manuel (Mani, Manu) is a
sophomore studying journalism.
Born in Paris, France,
he has
1
lived ·in five:different countries
throughout his 19 y~ars. As his
father works for the United
Nations, Manuel has spent his
life in New York City, Geneva
. Switzer1and, Lebanon, and Pak~ tan. His fast t'wo years , n
jPakistan, he attended an Amer:.
Some developments on a pass/fail option and the ·library renovation 'came up at t he recen t ican International School where
. . Academic-Senate meeting.(Craig Parker photo)
·

he received an American diplo-ma.
"UNH is home to me," Manuel admitted, "there really is
no ·one specific country that
· brings back my childhood
youth."
·
. .
Manuel speaks English and
French fluently, and claims that
he ca~ ,"get by," i-n Spanish ~nd
ltaliari., Although Engli.sh has
become fairly widespread, Manuel showed little concern towards French dying out. .· .
· "In the professional buisqess
world, English is the key language," Manuel said. "But if you.
· go to a remote area in France;
rio one speaks· English."
He continued, "The people
of France will always speak French, I'm not worried."
STUDENTS, page 13

Durham Police reports
)3y Karen DiConza
Police said there was "heavy
Shawn M. Stimpson, 19, 211
The Durham Police Depart- damage" done to the car judging · Hubbard Hall, was arrested at
ment reported a relatively quiet from the extent of the damages, 4: 1 S p.m. Sunday and charged
- with willful concealment (sho~ekend witb just two arrests injuries might be involved.
At noon the next day, Brad plifting). He -was released on
and one major accident. .
An. accident on Edgewood A. Scahefer, 39 Emerson Road, $400 bail and is scheduled to
Raad· was rep~:med about 2 a.m. reported his car stolen some - appeaar in Durham Distr'ict
Friday. Police investigated anci time the night before. Police Court on Dec. 8 at 9· a~m.
John M. Davis, 20,' 15 Main
found a 197 3 Chevrolet had , found Scahefer's car was the one
SL was arrested at 4:50 p.m.
smashed into the guard rail •and involved in the accident.
~ccording to police, the in- Sunday and charged with willful
gone off the road.
.
Police said when they arrived, cident is still under, investiga- conce:;ilment (shoplifting). He
was released on $400 bail and
no one was in the car or in the tion.
Two UNH students were is scheduled to appear in Durarea of the. acc.ident, and the
license plates and registration arrested this weekend for sho- ham District Court Dec. 8 at 9
had bee·n taken from the car. pliftir:ig at Martin's Food Center. a.m. -

Mar:mel Amunategui(L) and Sayatan Majumbar (R) are foreign .
·
sti.idents at UNH; (Craig Parker photo)
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ON THE SPOT
-Are you going tO quit smQking for the Great
American Smokeout on T}iursday ? If so how . are
you going to keep ·y our self from smoking.
\

_.

"I don't plan on quitting.
I've been smoking for five
years and one qay
wouldn't 'help me. I could
never' quit cold turkey."

ul'm going to quit for the.
day. ~ven though I enjoy
smoking cigarettes, I
realize th.e dangers ·involved with them."

'Tm going to try and quit
on Thursday. !],ating all
my roomates lollipops ant!,
candy will hopefully help
me kick the habit."

Don Bullard
Freshman
~usif!,ess. Manq.gemen:t ·

Bobby Bamberg~
Senior " ·
M"'thematics

Camille Michals
Freshman
. Mathematics

''I'm going to quit for the
day. Every time I want a
cigarette I'll just snap the
elastic that will be on my
wrist. The more I want a
cigarette the harder I'll
snap the elastic. "
Jeff Fellbaum
.Fresh111,an:
Physics

-.:

_:,

f
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* NEW SHUTTLE ROUTES AND ·S CH .EDU-LE*
.

/

-

~

.

"
7 am to l1 .pm
* 6 Runs Per Hour *

INNER

~· .. , ,. ,- •·r

UP.V1:..1~1

A-Lot
T-Hall
Hetzel
C-Lot
WSBE
Mitchell Way_
Parsons
James Hall
A-Lot

:00

·01
:02

·04
·05

·66

·QZ
:08
:09

.:10
· :11
:12
:14
:15
:16
· :17
:18

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
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Silva speaks against Contras

, CHEMESTR Y LECTURE SERIES - '.'Photochemical Reactio•ns
of Phototoxic ·Medicinal Compounds/' by Prof. Gary Epling,
University of Co!1-necticut. Room L-103, Parsons, 11 a.m . to
12:30 p.m.
-

By Thomas Aciukewjcz
Manuel Silva was a bit out of
his environment last night.
With winter approaching, in
the midst of primarily English
speakers, and in a nation where
the Contra -forces are welcome,
this Nicaraguan might have
been a little tense.
Yet according to the nation's
press, this week, America is not
so quick to criticize when someone from Nicaragua speaks up.
Last night was no exception ~s
this pastor with La Iglesia de
Cristo, a growing Protestant
church in Nicaragua, gave a
group of about th:irty people in
Murkland Hall a welcomed
dialogue ab~ut what is going on
· in his homeland.
Sponsored by Committee on
Central America, Silva's presentation was introduced by
Kristy Markey. ·Bill Forbes,
associate professor of Spanish,
translated Silva's remarks.
The 45 minute program centered on a slide ·show during
which Silva explained various
aspects of the pictures . The
slides were presented _by a
represe.ntative of the United
Methodist Church, Nancy
McCall. McCall visited Nicaragua this summer alo.ngwith
others . in her church group.
There she met Silva and other
clergy members who are· presently on a tour of New Hamp~ ,
shire sponsored by the New
England Chapter of the Methodist Church.
As a pastor of a Protestant
church in Nicaragua, Silva has
a congregation of some 50
members in a parish about seven
miles from the.cmintry's capital,
Managua. While about 75 percent of the population is Catholic; Silva said religion in his land
is quite different tha·n what
Americans ·are used to.
In fact, he said his chu'rch
"helps in social development'
projects such as helping in the
running and building of cooperatives, _state -owned farms

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Achilles and Aneas:
Two Approaches to-Life," Charles H. Leighton, Spanish and
Classics. Room 201, Murkland, 11 a'. m. to 12:30 p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL #2 - Bntt ton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m.
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "The Only., One," Forum Room,
Diamond. Library, 4 p .m ., $1.
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Tchao Pantin." Room
110, Murklan~, 7 p.m., $1.
.__ ·
UNH JAZZ BAND "MUB,8 .p.m. .
·

PREREGISTRATION for~all Freshmen admitted September,
87. Through December 1. '
.
_
.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "The Dining Room." Johnson .
Theater, Paull Arts, 10:30 a.m. and 8 p.m.
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Tchao Pantin." Room
110, Murkland, i p.m., $1.

Manuel Silva, a~Nicaraguan minister, spoke. at UNH about
\ife.in his country. (Antonio Velasco)
there, as well as in building and have been burned down and two
maintaining bridges, schools protestant ministers have been
and health centers.''
· assasinated by the Contras."
Besides religion, ·silva spoke
Silva said that few people in
on the cultural and economic his country support the Contra
concerns that he said Americans forces; those who do are either
-often get a jaded picture of. He former members of the Naemphatically .explained that tional Guard or those who
Nicaragua's agrarian economy supported the Somoza regime.
was drastically affected by the They are the ·only source in
United States economic block- Nicaragua of antagonism to ade, established in 1982. Because ward the goals of the Arias peace
of it, Nicaragua was forced to plan.
~tu''tn to countries other than the
'The Nicaraguan people have
United States for its machinery. the most faith hope in the
Nicaragua's use of Eastern ·[Arias] peace plan, after all, we
bloc-made machinery has been are tqe one's enduring the
cited as proof of communist war. ..The problem is that we
influences in the country.
Central Americans have to take
After the lights went up, Silva care of our own problems, but
took questions from the au- the policies and problems of
dience, many of which dealt with Centr.al America are dependent
the Contra war and the Arias not only what happens inside,
peace ·plan. While he has n.ot but on the foriegn policies of
witnessed any Contra atrocities other countries toward us. OIJ.e
first hand, the pastor said, example is President Reagan's
"Several clinics and churches support of the Contras."

By Pamela DeKoning
..
The UNH Debate Society
attended the 20th Annual Southern Hospitality Forensic Tour- ·
nament this weekend at South,
ern Connecticut State in New
Hav,en. The team of Joh Mader
and Nicole Finch finished fifth
and Barbara Hopson took two
rounds in the individual events.
The event, sponsored by the
Cross Examination Debate As- ·
i :::;"""',;,,y.❖,:,, • •,. •'i,':•}'.:•,:•,..

w

. .w

•

... . ..- y

Bill Reeve, directing. Strafford Rpom,
.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Debaters earn tOurney honors

(

TUESDAY,. NOVEMBER 17

He said they · debated the
sociation included 34 schools.
Among them were Emerson, affir:mative side and that,"our ·
West Point, Penn State, Cornell, ideoligy doesn't matter, it's
and George Mason University, based solely on argument construction."
·
accordir1g to Mader.
·
In the debate, each partner
Mader and Finch won 4 of 6
debates, to place just outside the . speaks twice, he said, adding
semi-finals, said Mader. He said "then they cross examine or grill
their topic was: "Resolved: that ,the opposig team once."
He stressed that the CEDA
continued covert involvement
in Central America would be
. DEBATE, page 19
undesireable."

t'<"-<(,~:~=
~=
==,: :<*:b~.R EsuMEs.

1

Electronically Typed
$18.50 includes

WORKSHOP - "Best of Both Worlds, Coping with1 the New
Paradigm." Presented by Kathleen Labb, psychot herapist,
Seacoast Re-Evaluation_Counseling Leader, faculty member,
UNH Psychology Departme.nt. (Sponsored by UNH B.ahai
Club). Durham Room, MUBP :30 p.m.
BR YER LECTURE - "Art/ Artifact/ Afric:;i.," Arthur Dan to, _
Johnsonian Professor of Philosophy, Columbfa University '
and art critic for The Nation. Room A-128, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.,
fr.ee· and open to public.
·

-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES - "Water Positions in the
Binding Site of Haemagglutinin," by Dr. Dzung Nguyen, Harvard
University. Roqm 1-103, Parsons, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Poetry reading
by New Hampshire poets, Normand Dube. and Rollande Merz,
Galleries, Paul Arts, noon.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA -:-- "A Behaviorist in India:
A Report on my Summer Travels and Research." Dr. William
Baum. Room 10'1, Conant, 4 p,m.
.
1

FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Tchao Pantin.''. . .R oom
110, Murkl~nd, 7 p.m., $1.
MUSO FILM - "Hollywood Shuffle." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

CONCERT OF SCOTTISH MUSIC - Ossian, a group based ·
· in Edinburgh, Scotland will· play traditional music and song
from their homeland. Richards Auditorium, Mutkland, 8 p.m.
UNH students with ID: $3, general' $6. Tickets at MUB Ticket
Office or send stamped self-addressed envelope with check
to SAFO/ PFO one week before show to MUB Ticket Office,
862-2290.
.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES:._ Art Song Redtal. Henry
Wing, tenor, and Ruth Edwards, piano. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "The Dining Room.'' Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
. .

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
PUBLIC FORUM ON HUMANITIES PROGRAMS - The
New Hampshire !=ouncil outlines some of its major objectives
and programs, and ·solicits comments, suggestions, and advice
from the public. New England Center, 4-5 p .m. Reception
immediately following. If planning to attend it would be helpful
to call Center for the Buma·nities at' 862 -4356.
GOURMET DINNERS - Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30-p.m.
FRENCH AND ITALIAN FILM SERIES Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.

' Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

. ·

MUSO LECTURE SERIES - Abbie Hoffman, political activist,
will be, speaking. Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., students
$3, general $5. Tickets at MUB Ticket-Office and at door.

Plus·

UNIVERSITY THEATER Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m:

~5 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheet.s of paper

"Tchao Pantin."

"Th~ D ining Room." Johnson
· - ,
.
_· _
I ·

CJ.. .:.~. --~--~---·· ~- ,,- - ~~ '"-lATION :tv1UST BE .:;u~lviii .fELJ

Change~ easily made with our One Year memory storage

ro

THE OFFICE" OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB,
" (Observe deadlines on proper forms)

Open Monday - Friday 8:30_-5:30

~ - -~ - - -- - - - - --

-

----- -

'The Ne tt' Hct mJJsh.in: ! US PS 37Y'. 28U) is p ublisheJ and distributed semi~weekly

Durham - Copy
·· Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H. •868-7031

--

throughout the academic year: Our offices are loc~t-_·.1 in Room 151 of the Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 0D824. Business Ofice hour;: MondayFriday 10am-3pm. Academ.ic yea r subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
. paid at J?urham, NH 03824. Adverti.sers should check their ads the first day.
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical· or other
errors, b~t will reprint that ,part of an advercisment in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address cha.riges
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH , Durham; NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
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NOTICES
CAREER .
MARKETING DAY: Sponsored· by The Whittemore ·School of Business & Economics. Preparing
for a career· in Marketing? Arm yourself at
Marketing Day! Gain first hand information from
· five presentations representing varied disciplines
· in Marketing. Wednesday, November 18, Room
312, McConnell Ha,ll, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
on line on the ,VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS command
level prompt ($ ). CUPS users should tab down
· to Other Services on the CUPS menu and type
"TRAINING."
MACWRITE: Course introduces MacWrite,· an
easy-to-use word processing package for the Apple
Macintosh. Editing, formating, and printing are
discussed. Prerequisite: Using the Macintosh or
equivalent experience. Monday, No,v ember 23,
9 a.m. to noon.
(
LOTUS 1-2-3 GRAPHICS: This course covers
creating and prin't ing graphs using information
stored in a 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Prerequisite: LOTUS
1-2-3 or equivalent experience. Tuesday, November
24, '9 a.m. to noon.

GENERAL
MUSICAL EVENING: An informal gathering of
music lovers to hoot and holler, or sit and enjoy.
Students staff and faculty are invited to bring
instrume~ts, voices, and good spirits. Refreshments
will be served. Thursday, November 19, Non Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 5:30
to 8 p.m.
~

B.R.E.A.K. (BAG- IT, RELAX, EAT AND CONNECT): A lunch group for students who are
divorced or separated, or just thinking about it.
Wednesdays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
· · Pettee House, 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m. 1 bring your lunch.
PIZZA LUNCHES: Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch.
Relax at the end of the week with good company
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Every
Friday, Non; Traditional Student Center, Pettee
' House, no?n~to 1 p.m.
" , DEFENSiVE DRIVING: Sponsored by Public
· Safety. Safe-Rides volunteer drivers - Remember
you need DD to drive a University vehicle. Tuesday
November 17 an'd Thursday, November 19, Eliot,
Alumni Center, 12:30 to 4:30 or 5:30 to 9:30, free. HERALDRY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Me-,
dieval Re-Creation Club. Members - note the
different time and location. Thursday, November
19, Hillsborough, MUB, 8 p.m. .

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTEO To,THE OFFICE OF STUDENT Ac,;Iv -

GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We are a non-profir
organization. Can sell our goods at lower price
than private owned retail store. Have many natural
& organic foods, fresh _breads & pastas, cheeses,
snacks, shampoos, soaps, & more . We welcome
you to join or simply to shop. Check us out! Store
Hours: Tuesday & Wednesdays, Rec. Room~
Hubbard Hall, 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Sponsored by Department of Italian. Christie Jones, owner of the
Italian specialty shop, Lucianq Monti, will be
showing- the latest collection of wearables from
Italy and Terramagra hair fashions of Portsmouth
will assist with hair design . Tickets are $10 and
are tax deductible with the proceeds going to benefit
the UNH Italian exchange student program. Italian
a!)tipasti and punch served after show. Monday,
November 23, Granite State Room, MUB, 7 to 9
p.m.

HEALTH
AL- ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals
·affected by another's use of alcohol 'or other drugs.
_Mo!ldays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(OPEN) : Individuals c_:oncerned about their drinking
ot drug use. Mondays; Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and ·
Thursdays, 2nd Floor; Conference Ro.om, Hood
House, noon to 1 p.m. .
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEETINGS: For individuals who have.been affected by
their parents drinking. Thursdays, Conference
·
Room, Hood House, 1-2 p.m.

. II

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): Women corn;:erned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor, Conference Roorh,
Hood House, ·noon to 1 p.m.,

MEETINGS
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING: Everyone is welcome, bring friends_, ideas,
and have some fun! Wednesdays, Room 15, Catholic
··
Student Center, 7-8 p.m.
THE COAL.I TION FOR 'msARMAME.NT &
PEACE': If concerned about nucleaf- arms :race, we
educate people and help them wor-k to~ards
. disarmament._Wednesdays, Coos/Cheshire Room;
MUB, 7 p.m..-.

, .
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RELAX. AT T E PRIVATE HOT TUB

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)
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4- H MONTHLY MEETING: Business meeting
for UNH Collegiate 4-H Club. Wednesday,
November 18_, Room,212, Keridall, 7:30 p.m.

Come see what law school is all, about

I

By Susan Smith
This is the second year that
Fourteen people battled and - this event has taken place. Last
overcame the forces of evil to year, according to Program
rescue the essence of light in Funding Organization Business
College Woods on Sunday. Manager, Meghan Michel, there
These people were participants were 15 participants. This year
· in the Medieval Quest, an annual they were hoping for 50.
"Boffer swords?' were used
event sponsored by the 1\_fediefor the battles b~tween the
val Re~Creation Club of UNH.
Bridget Searles, a meµiber of questers and the ii:icarnations
the club, coordinated the event. said Searles. "Boffer swords"
The participants, or questers, are PVC-pipes wrapped in tape.
had to try to figure out clues and Although no one was supposed
battle characters to find and , to get hurt during the quest, one
· "rescue" the essence of light, girl slipped in wet leaves and
represented by a ceramic uni- injured herself. ·
"She had to get 7 stitches,"
corn, she said.
The participants in the quest said Searles. "We were pretty
h~d to match wits against six . upset·about that".
But this did not ruin the entire
characters, ._ based loosely on
Piers Anthony's novel "Incar- event according to Searles.
"It was ~wesome,'·' _she said.
nations _of Immortality;'.' said
Searles. The characters .were «hut it 'didri't ·g o as quickly as
Fate, Time, Death, War, Mother _ we would have liked."
· An 8 line poem serving as a
Nature, and Kali (an anc_ient
goddess)·-These were played .by :clue puzzled the, participants.
the members of the Medieval · TheN.PiC.s·(Non-Playing·C harRe-Creation group according acters) who acted. as the incar·
nations did not think that it was
to Searles.
Searles said she played the that confusing.
"It seemed easy to us,"· said ·
character of Fate. The questers
.
each had to draw strings from Searles.
The winners in the quesiwere
her· hand ~ymbol.izing her
tangled wgb., According to Sea- the people· that ~urvivec;L the
rles whoever . was unlucky battles and . played the _: best
enough to draw the string which characters. For ' prizes they
was cut in ha.If, died. Whoever received candle, holde':rs, a
drew the string 'att'ached to • stuffed unicorn, bi-ass pa:per Searle's wrist became attached weights or other related items,
said Searles.
to her for the rest of the game.

JT A LIAN ,FASHION SHOW:

·r~-------c0Ns10 ERING AcAREERIN-LAw?
I

Students recapture
age of knighthoo d

'ROOM RENTALS

.• SJiOWERS, DRESSING ARFA AND STEREO IN );:ACH ROOM •
. • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED•
·- ·
• JUICE AND DISPOSABLE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE•

LOWER DAY RATES AVAILABLE

ONLY $1200*

2 PEOPl,E
IIOUR
1•ne11ervn
ll o n s mu11t end by 5 PM

.

Weekend11 & Holl doye EH lu ded

. Tan Bed 10 Visits $35.00

FRANKLIN PIERCE LAW CENTER
is having ah

OPEN HOUSE
·FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20,1987
12:00 P.M.
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
2 WHITE STREET

---1

I

Friday, November 20, 2-8 p.m.
Saturday, November 21, 10-4 p.m .
Boston Park Plaza
Park Plaza at Arlington Street

FOR FUTURE MBAs

We are a national law school with students from 32 states. We emphasize a practical education with 'heavy
involve111ent in clinical programs and internships. To attend call (603) 228-9217
I

.

L-------~---- -------------- ----~--------- -- - - - - --PASS/F AIL~------ -the re-wording of several parts
of the present policies in order
to clearly present the intentions
of the University.
The second ·p art of the policy
introduced s.eve·ral changes that,
if passed, would alter the present University procedures cbncerning pass/fail classes.
.The proposal stated,"When
a student elects the pass-fail
grading alternative, the grade
recorded on the student's grade
report will be P or F, unless the

(continued from page 1)
letter grade -assigned by the
instructor is higher than the
student's current grade point
average. In that case, the grade
recorded will be the letter grade
assigned by the instructor."
Members of the Senate asked
for the Student Senate to prepare a written rationale explaining the reasons why a change
in pass fail classes is necessary
before voting at the next meeting.
According to Warner Jones,

Stud~nt Body President, the ·
Student Senate has been examining th pass/fail procedure
for almost two years.
"I think most students will
be for it," said Jones. "This new
policy will motivate students
to perform in classes they are
taking pass/fail and doing well ,
in, and encourage them to do
well because of a chance of
increasing thei~ cum ( cumulative grade point average)."

. . . at the MBA Forums w_!lere y~u ca~
Meet representatives from 85 of the ~ountry's leading graduate
management schools. Receive free the booklets The MBA
and You and Financial Aid Facts for Future M BAs. Purchase
The Official Guide for GMATi Review, The Official Guide_ t_o
MBA Programs, and The Official Software for GMAT Rev,ew.

·
Participate in three different workshops:
The MBA and You and MBA Careers (concurrent)
Friday, 3 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6 p.m.
Sat~rday, 1-1 a:m ., 12:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
.
Doc_toral Programs
Friday, 4:30 p.m.; Saturd~y, 12:30 p.m.
Call (800) 445-2371 for workshop descriptions :
Register for the MBA Forums and workshops at the door.
·
·
The charge is $5 daily.
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------- --MCS HANE ------- --<continued from page 2)

around ROTC dassroom training, field wo;k, · ROTC labs,
summercamps~,and formal _and
informal ROTC social events.
As for his more personal life,
McShane keeps it as separated
as possible from military life.
· "When I'm with the military
I'm regirr:iented. When I'm a
civilian, I'm myself. My personal
life is not controlled by my
milita~1, experiences," he said. .
Mc~h,~esaid his military
experie·t! has given him some
valua?le,... rson~l ~ss 7ts. Besides
disc1plme, organteach1qg..
ization s1dUs/.t~d the ability to
make steadfast'~cisions ·and
think clearly under pr'essure,
· McShane said the military and
ROTC has given him something
C01!Crete tp identify with. He
said he feels gr-oup ties and
enjoys being a· part of a group
sharing common interests and
goals is important.

McShane's father was opposed td .his enlisti_ng, because
of his own experiences in the
active army, so McShane joined
ROTC as well ro have the option
of the officer's route. McShan~
received a two year scholarship
last year to continue his military
education.
"But I want µ1ore than what ·
the ROTC program offers. I
wa11t real experience," McShane
·
said. That is why he has applied·
to become an Armor _Officer,
in charge of army tanks. There
· are several Armor officers in
McShane' s reserve unit, and he
said they were a major influence
on his choice.
"I 'happen to find it exciting
to ride around in 60 tons of steel
at:·45 miles an hour. It's a lot
of action, and it's a challenge
to be a leader in that environment. You have to think fast,"

...,

;

he said.
McShane said he believes his
military experience would help
him with leadership, decision
and public relations skills in the
·
·~
field.
"The army gives you a tre- ·
mendous amount c,f responsibility. The army means respon.
sibility," he said.
As an Armor Officer,
McShane would be responsible
for 4 tanks, several millions of
dollars worth of equipment and \
technology, and about 16 men.
According to McShane, responsibility is vah~ed most in any
field.
"To be able to say that yot1;
have done a job well when you
are training for the defense of
the country, and to know that
you can carry that over to the
real thing-- it's quite a sense of
accomplishment. It's something
'
to be proud of."

November 17-23
MUB CAFETERIA
Tuesday November 17 ·
Baked Beans
Ribs
Hot Potato Salad
Cole Slaw
Broccoli and Ceddar Cheese Soup
Chicken Rice Soup
. Wednesday November 18
Broccoli Quiche ·
Chicken al Alba
Rice RisiBisis
Carrots Vichy
Corn Chowder
-:Frerich Onion Soup
Double Chocolate Brownies
Thursday November 19 and Friday November 20
All your favorite Mub Specialties -prepared
by your favorite Mub Chefs!!!!!!!!

WHEN YOU SEE.THOSE NIFTY POSTER·s HANCIN'
Up .in the ~ -u b Caf it means that the· meal was planned
by a Hotel 667 student and prepared by the
Hotel 403 students.

PIZZA

1

, Come try the late st craze at the Mub .... Hot fresh
pizza!!!! Want a whole pie? We can do that too!!!
N·elt time you are in the Mub Caf come bn in ·and
try a piece!!!

PISTACHIO'S
Come on by for the best scoop in town!! We are
located r,ext to the Granite State Room in the Mub
. and we are open wee~days .from 11 am to 11 pm .
Weekends
we are open from 3pm to 11pm.

GOODY PACKAGES
Need a birthday cake for a fri~nd??? Let Mub Goody
Packages help you out. We deliver delicious chocolate
or vanilla birthday cakes .anywhere on campus for
on_ly $10.00. Call 862-2406 and ask for Sally.

NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
Monday--BLT
Tuesday--Hamburge r
Wednesday--Grilled Ham and Cheese
Thursday--Slice of cheese pizza and an 8 oz. soda
NO SUBSTITUTIONS!! ONLY 95¢ Moriday-Thursda:y
· 3pm to 9:30 PM

THE PICTURE PLACE
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
24.EXP.---$4.99
36 EXP.---$6.99
_
rnsc-1 s---$3.69
IF YOUR PICTURES ARE NOT BECOMING TO YOU,
YOU SHOULD BE :
COMING TO US!!!

MUB MARKETPLACE
.

),._

Nov. 17 sweaters -upstairs tialcony
jewelry and Batik clothing-downstairs
Nov. 18 sweaters-upstairs balcony°
sneakers and leather boots-downstairs
Nov. 19-20 jewelery and rugby shirt~-upsta_irs balcony
Nov. 20 flowers-upstairs balcony
Nov. 23 sweaters-upstairs balcony
airs
jewelry- downst_

.
......

I•
J
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. Ttte ·eazy pc~M
It's almost as easy
·onyourTU
ast
~

Zenith Data Systems jntroduces the eaZy.pc TM
· ·.. ~ nC?W available at great student prices! , .
You·want easy to operate? You've got it! Because
: with the eaZy pc TM, all you have to do is plug the
system in ... just like a TV. Once you turn it_on, it
tells you exactly what to do, in plain English thanks to Microsoft's® MS-DOS Manager.
You'll be up and 'running within •minutes after
opening the box. So you can do your homework. ·
. Term papers .. Research. And more. All with an ·
ease you've ·never before experienced.
Your coursework is difficult enough. So don't
hassle yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the e~Zy pc T~ f_rom Zenith Data Systems today!
'(

PLUS-the eaZy pc TM offers you an this ...
• A 14"" monochrome monitor' attached to a tilt
swivel base. .
• PC-compatibility ... runs virtually all i(llportant
·
.··
··
MS-DOS software.
• 512K RAM ... more than enough to handle your ·
· ·
·
coursework.

• Compact, high-capacity 3½" 720K disk drives.
• A complete personal computer system at a
great price ... so it's easy on your budget, too!
eaZy pc 'M
Single Floppy Drive

.
Dual Floppy Drive
Our Price Only:

Our Price Only: .

Single Floppy
with 20MB Hard Disk
Our Price Only:

r

$599

Make it easy on yourse~f with the eaZy,pc T~
Find out more below:

Please call: .
Brian Spargo ~
ZDS Student Representa tive
749-1873
In Dover
....

.

.

.

.

.,,,.

'

·311r11

Speci/ll pricing offer good only on purchases

through Zenith Contact(s) listed above by students,
faculty and staff for thlBir own use. No other discounts apply. Prices subject to change without

notice,

.

I

~

data .
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

© 1987, Zenith Data Systems

Form No. 1764

\
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·University Police
weekend re,p orts

·s/teG'r·. -4
&c~111e11t' 868-2231

.,

Baflard Street

l next to Tin Palace)
• •

••

I

•

•

Durham, N.H. ·
--- -------- ---~-----

By Chris Pollet

Hall in the second floor bathroom. A male was seen leaving the femakbathroom and,
'the ca_se is under invesJigation.
Todd E. Cambell, a Rochester,
·NH resident, was arrested for
unlawful possession of alcohol
in a motor vehicle in the area
of the Quad and College Roaq
on the 14th. His car wa-s taken
into custody and towed.
Joseph C Mox of Simsbury,
CT was arrested on the same
charge as above in the area of \
Lot C. Both subjects will appear
-in court on December 8th.
A student was arrested for
criminal mischief on . the 14th.
He was observed throwing a
rock through the back window
of a parked car in Stillings
parking lot. He will appear in
court on December 8th.
A student reported the illegal
entry fo hi-s· car parked in the
NEC upper lot between 4:00
p.m. on the 12th and again the
14th. The first attempted entry
was by ,p rying the fock and the
second by smashing the dr.i ver
side window. Damage was estim:_ated at $150 and nothing.was.
taken.

,University Police had an
eventful weekend as there were
six arrests reported through the
three days.
·
John P. Estrella, a UMASS
,.student, Ryan B. Feeney of
Bridgewater, MA; and. Geoffrey
S. Sheldon of Rockport, MA
were all arrested in connection
with an incident which occurred
in Devine Hall on November
·14th. Estrella faces the charge
of attempted theft and all three
face charges of criminal trespass.
The three non~VNH students
w~re asked to leav·e the residence hall by hall staff and
. ·refused. University Police responded to ·a call and found the
three men still in the residence
hall. Estrella is charged with
attempting to steal a fire extinguisher which he had allegedly
partially shot off.
Officers found a spray painted
JmeJsage on ~he back of the MUB
on-the evening of the 13th.· The
message said "The right to b_uy
arms is the right to be free."
Officers aided the Fire Department with a fire in Gibbs

1

STYLING SALON

tElE~:~l !~ ~j
e¥i9.
. Above specials ~re good with select Profess'ional Stylist only.

SALON HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-8> Sat. 9-5

,

LEAVEAVOID
INTHE
NOID~
-

.

this Chtjstmas we can give you .

something your parents cou1dnt
\...

Blue eves.With DLiraSoft
Colors contact J.e nses vou can
change the brown E\ve'.s you.rpar:e,.nts
gave you to blue,green, hazel, aqua
or even new sapphire.This year,
DuraSoff Colors gift certificates, for
vision correction or,iust for fun.

Clip this coupon oft the
NOID's face and call
Domino's Pizza® now!
We Avoid The NOID'" .
and make pizza just the
way you want it.
'
Durham Shopping Center
Mill Road Plaza
862-6230

DumSojt®Colorsfor Christmas.
(L\pyright

© 19X7 We:-.ley-les~cn

UNIVERSITY

Hours:
4pm-1am Mon.-Thurs.
4pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

All ri ght~ reserver! Printetl 111 \JS 1\ ·

868-1092

Our drivers carry less
than $20.0C. .
Limited deli'{__ery area.

I

,!

''' EYE
~~~ ·

CARE -

©1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
NOID~ design in CLAYMATION®
by Will, Vinton Produetions, Inc

Office Hours:
Mon.- Tues.- Thurs.- FrC

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
. DELIVE

9-5.

Family Vision Center

"Quality hi-fi components at the right price"
Boston Accoustics, Bang & Olufson, K1ipsch and many more.

I
I

·New Engtan•IIUsit CJtllpaftf

SUNDAYS ONLY

I
I

: Get a 1 6" pizza with :
• two toppings for only :

424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, Maine 04074

.

1-800-USA-HIFI

: $7·.95

. .

I

: Price does not include :

i

~

ur am
e .
over Thanksgiving .. ~

;:.:5; ~~~:~~:::rnl~:;,;i;as~;~~

'dinner at the Unitarian

as~\\~;fl~\;l.3:1~1453 and leave a message.
$

, 0/ social wenlt.

_

-

\l F: ~~~
- ·,:; > II
-.· ::.\,:::::,:,,,\ I

coupon per pizza.

/

a

_

868-6230
·

.

i·
If
I

.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA ·
DELIVERS ® :

____

I

\
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.OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKSI:

T-Shirts
• Hooded Puliovers •Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs '
· · • Plus Hundreds df Specialty Advertising Items ·
In-House Art Dept

603/ 431-8319
.Aut[,!rQn_Pond Park, Rt 101 Greenland, NH

/

·Pratt & Whitriey
· is Conducting
·Campus Interviews on
December lst ···.

Young's
Restaurant
.
- .
I
· & Coffee Shop., lnc.
Breakfast
2 eggs any style served w/ toast, homefries,
corned beef hash and coffee or tea

$2.85

Luncheon

Sign up today for a campus interview with United
Technologies' Pratt & Whitney division, a recognized
leader in the design and development of advanced gas
turbine engines .
If you' re about to graduate,· sign up at your campus
placement office today for an interview with
Pratt & Whitney.

\

. Sweet Italian sausage sub
served w/ french fries
. $2.50

Dinner
Hot roast beef sandwich served _
w / tossed salad, mashed potato
and roll
$3.55

.- ·m·

·U NITED
·
•
·. · . . TECHNOLOGIES
. . ·· .[pOO&uu ~ W[}{]□u[~]§Y?

48 Main St.,

, . Ari equal ~pportunity,employer

·Durham, N.H.
'

'

'

Bank of New England

.

STEVE MARTIN JOHN CANDY

Will p.rovide an info session on career opportunities within
~~~

'

'

'

PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES

Reps will discuss areas inclu,ding Finance, Systems,
Retail Banking, Operations, and the Management
Training Programs.

What he realiy wanted was
to spend Thanksgiving with his family.

Informal Discussion will follow the presentation
November 18 at 7 p.m. Windsor . C~arles Room N.E. Center
'

What he got- was three
days with the turkey.

Refreshments Served

I

l)ON'T '[)0 YOU lf Kf THAT
.WHEN-YOU CAN
T)O VOLi l.fKE THf S:
Acurrent UNH I.D. gets 20%
'

.

'

'

off any cash purchase,-of clothing at .

_-.WHOll!Y !mACRO

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

JOHN HUGHES

Now thru Thanksgiving.
. SO, MACRO UP YOURSELF
-AND PRICE BE NO DR.AG!
17 Ceres St Portsmouth
·. Open Late: T~l.#436~8887 .

H
Hu GHE s

,

- ' /
A
FILM
. ." - ,
PLANES. TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES ·
••• • ••
.
Music score by IRA NEWBORN ·Execu.tive. Produ.cers M
. ICHAEL CHINICH .and NEil MACHLIS ' : ~ .
Written.Produced aoo Directed by J?,H~~~~~~S A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
·
Soundtrack Album Available on l}l RH.!!!!.c;!.~.I!. ~ TM & Copyngh1 Ql987 by
•./1,, I J . •
Hughes Music/MCA Records,
"";:,;::~0,"\i'J, :'[J.':.~::;"'
Paramount Pictures Corporation.
"""';"'°'Y

f~~: ·.

.

ll'•L~~!

Cassettes and Compact Discs.

, All Rights Reserved.

0

"!~;.-::,::;·" ,

,ARRIVING NOVEMBER 25TH AT
THEATRES EVERYWHERE. .
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'GOD BLESS MUSO ...
... EVERY MEMBER.'
.

.

,,.,..

~-

.,

...,

B~ a member by X·-mas!! ·
Position s now open: .
-Hospitality Director -Pub Programmer
-Films Director
-Arts & Lectures Director
-Area Representative
-Production ,Assistant
-Publicity Assistant
-Promotional Coordinator

UNHSKICLUB
PRESENTS
··-~.,~·
December 5 Day trip to
Loon Moun,t ain only $29 ,
Includes skiing at?:d
.transportatio n
c ·o me , ski· before the
stress of finals.
Christmas Break in Stowe, Vermont $195; ·
January 3-8 includes lodging, skiing, food
, and Hot tubs. , Special UNH College Week
/

Spring Break in Breckenridg e, Colorado
$630; 8 .G reat mountains, 255 trails, only a
few spots left.

For info come see us:
Every Wed/Thurs 11-1
MUB Balcony
~Deposits due for All Trips~

Party on the Peak
...

·.

,,.

TRADITIONAL MUSIC
FROM

·scOTLAND

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER19
8:00 p.~n.
AT

·

. RICHARDS AUDITORIUM,
MURKIANDHA LL
ADMISSION:

STUDENTS - $3.00
· GENERAL - $6.00

Funded by PFO

Tickets Avilable in Advance
·a t Memorial Union Ticket Office.
Remaining Tickets Will be .Sold at the Door.
CO-SPONSORED BY THE CEILI SHOW -

WUNH 91.3
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~--STUDENTS
. (continued from pagt: 3) .
Sayatan· (Sam) is a freshman
He went on, "They think
studying computer science; Born . ·they're from Miami Vice. I
and ·r aised in Calcutta India, mean, what are the guns for?
Sayatan said that he applied to To kill students?"
six different American schools,. · Manuel apologized for mak. and was accepted to three.
ing a generalization, anq added
"I had heard that New Eng~ that he had met some helpful
land was one of the most beau- and friendly officers:
.
tiful parts of the United States," ·
"If only tney smiled more,"
he said. "I was very excited to he said.
come and study in America,
Sayatan spoke plainly of his ·
there are m9re opportunities reasons for being here, "I am
in the college atmosphere here here to further my cause,''. he
than there are in India."
said.
Their first i'mpressions of · Manuel said quite frankly tha·t
UNH differed, as Sayatan had UNH was a door to a job
never been to the states before, opportunity, but also a very
and Manuel had.
important four years.
"I was a little overwhelmed
"It gives you time to think,
with the size," said Manuel. "At and make decisions. In France,
my high school everyone knew you have to decide very early
each other. Even though I've what you are going to do with
adjusted to the size now, I still your life," he said.
only know a fraction of the
Manuel added that irrespecpeople, and that's frustrating."
tive of the costs of American
"I was fascinated of course," schools, he would rather pay
beamed Sayatan. 'Td never been than go to a relatively free
to the states before. I wasn't French school and have to take
bothered by the size because I the dreaded Bacaloreate Exam
tend to focus more on my studies ( a fou~ year cumulative exam
and keep a very small peer for french seniors that either
circle."
"makes it, or breaks it" as far
In the classroom, Manuel and as their opportunities for furth, Sayatan are in accordance wit_h er education is concerned) .
the idea of a . student focused
"Americans pay from ·thei-ratmosphere ·where discussion . pocket, French pay with their
is permis.sibJe. They both be-. head," ·said Manuel.
lieve that lectures and seminars
In reference to their residence
· were nonconducive to learning, hall, the two foreigners had
as no one •likes to be talked at opposing viewpoints, "I would
for any lengt1! of time. .
rather live here than anywhere
'The opportunity for student else on campus," Manuel said
teache.i discussion is very im- simplistically.
porta~t," said Manuel.
He continued·, · "There are
Sayatan ~gi e~d, '.'.It's .so dif- aJways p~ople to talk witp,
ficult .when\ t0tl _p.live a ,class like everyone is fairly bpehmihded.,
physics with 350· people in it," It's· very· family oriented."
he continueff.~'-'Physics is one
Sayatan disagreed, "No, peoof those subjects where you ple a.r e not openminded. They
really have t_o ask questions."
are very closeminded.'t
. Reflecting upon t_he recent
Sayatan went on to say that
divers"ity conference at UNH, rumors went around frequently.
Manuel said that there is more Manuel defended Smith,
diversity at the U riiversity than "Rumors are to be expected
anybody seems to know.
. anywhere. Classes can be so
"In comparison to what I have pressurized, you might as well
known," Manuel started, "there have a comfortable environis variety here·."
. ment to live."
"UNH wants diversity, but
In retrospect, they both felt
no one seems tO really look at that their experience ~t UNH
what's going on. There is a lot thus far had been very construchappening here, if you look hard tive.
enough you can find it," he said. "J feel great," Sayatan said
Sayatan was s·eemingly re- with determination. "I am doing
moved from the issue, "I accept what I want to do."
things the way they are," he said.
"I have learned a lot since I
"I don't really get involved."
have been here," said Manuel.
Sayatan revealed a secret love -"I am glad to be here."
for driving, when he responded
Manuel went on to say that
to what had be~n appealing and he had learned sense of self, and
unappealing to him at UNH.
that his interests had been
"Well," said Sayatan with a nurtured.
smile, "the speed limit is pretty
Aside from attending UNH
unappealing."
classes, Manuel entertai_ns him"Also, I had heard that Amer- self with photography and regicans were very helpful and gae music. He has plans to be
openminded. While I have ex- an International Journalist of
perienced some of that behavior, sorts, promoting a relative
I have done most of the adjust- truth, and dealing with controing without help."
_ versial issues.
Manuel spoke little of adjust- - Sayatan, ambitious and stument or acceptance, as he has dious, said that when he had
mostly recieved positive feed- ·r ime, he listened to "good
back.
music" and read "good books". ·
"However," he said, "The He said he thinks that he will
Public Safety Department leaves get a master~ in ,computer
something to be desired, I think science, and then eventually go
they're real power hungry."
back to India to live and work. ·

I

AMERICAN
WCANCER

fSOCIETY*
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MASS MARCH

The UMass band, with an impressive 245 members, entertained the crowd at half-time and
after the football game Saturday afternoon.

--------CUTS
(continued from page 1)
passed a bill similar to the one amount of people who are not .antly opposed to the idea as well.
·
"The ideas cl,bsurd," said John
Bennet announced, what would here" said Fis'her.
Fi~her said, "It would contrib- ' Turner, a student at UNH, "it
happen? How would the bill
ute to UNH becoming an upper puts the burden on the school
have an effect?
Professor Les Fisher of the middle class, white haven, af- when the loan was administered
En'glish· department said it :fordable by the_families of those by the federal government."
Colin St. John, another stu:
would effect minorities coming people who have the wealth to
send their kids here." ·
dent said, they should pursue
to UNH. But since there are so
"Once you hav: _thi~ co~- the defaulters. The fact that the·.
few minorities at UNH, this
tinued social strat1f1cat10n, 1t IRS audits ,people who do not
would be minimal, he added.
"fr would have an effect (on will lead further to blind spe- pay their taxes scares most of_
minof'itfos), but it would not cialization, and continued social ,them into paying, ~aybe they_
could do somethirig_-like t:bar,
effect_those people who are not ignorance" s'aid Fisher. . . .
Studen;s on campus are adam- said St. John.
here. And there is a significant

--

OMYN~S
u -LTU·RE
ART
FEST

Also
contact:
Cynthia
4'3 3-'2392

or
Jodiann
742-7950

Deadline For Artwork - November ·23 ·

Campus Women interested in shar- ·
·ing their .art (performing or: visual).
Please contactWomen's Center
Kristen Caswell

862-1013
664-2627 .
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Editorial
Stand up to Bennett 's threats
Last week William J. Bennett, Reagan's
Secretary of Education, threatened to cut
federal aid to institutions of higher education whose alumni have not ·paid their
student loAnS. For the time being the
Universiif\H New Hampshire is not in
immediate danger of retribution since its
default rate is eight percent, below the
proposed cut off of 20 percent. But that
;e;loes not mean that UNH students should
riot oe concerned, if not out right indignant
about the threat.
The fJueat smacks of a ;parental condescension>Brom deep within our memory
bank we can almost hear our mothers say,
"Isn't it just too bad that everyone has to
suffer for the actions of a few."
Well, we're sorry Mr. Bennett. That's
not good enough anymore; we are adults
now. We as voters, and future loan repayers,
w~m not accept such a lame excuse, such
a feeble guis~ of yet another cut in federal

aid to education.
The idea was proposed as a way to reclaim
the millions of dollars students owe 1:0 the
federal government in overdue loans. While
the loan debt is a serious one, the proposal
to cut aid to schools whose alumni owe does
nothing to directly pressure those debtors.
It will only limit the financial resources
and educational opportunities available
to students now and in the future.
- -Whiretne propo~al may not directly effect
UNH stu9-ents this year, or next, the idea
\s- one that threatens to shake the very
foundation of a . strong democracy: at).
educated populace. That should be·a concern
of every UNH student.
. ,. , As students, who will inherit and lead
our society, we must be concerned about
the large and ever increasing number of
Americans who are semi-literate, or illiterate. We must be concerned about the
devolution of eduaction into a commodity

only the very rich can afford.
·And right her~., should UNH receive the
absurd penance, we should consider the
students who would then be unable to afford
one of the highest in-state and out-of-state
tuitions. Chances are the middle to upperclass white professionals could afford to
, send their children to UNH, and low income
or blue collar workers, of all races, simply
·
could not.
"Once you have this continued sodal
stratification, it will lead further to blind
specialization, and continued social ignoranc~," said Les Fisher, UNH English
professor.
So what can we do NOW? Well, it sounds
corny, but write your congressman or
congresswoman. Express your disdain for
such a plan to cut education aid and instruct
your representative in Washington to
.
oppose _the bill at-every turn.

'S
Why drugs?
To the Editor
I missed the debate between
Timothy Leary and Peter Bensinger
about the use of drugs. Like Bensinger, I don't know why people
take drugs.
It seems that a student contemplating taking drugs· .ought to
consider three questions: ( 1) What
is the effect of drugs on my health?
(2) What is the effect of my taking
drugs on others? (3) Why do I want
to take drugs anyway?
The third question is one that
needs exploring. Leary or Bensinger
can't answer the question. I'm a
forester who goes around talking
to trees, so I surely can't answer
the question. But we can explore
anyw,ay. Let's look into why we
consider taking drugs and why we
. live the way we do. ·
Is it- that our brain chatters so
much and forms so many images
that we can't see life? Why is it that
when the gods are going wild with
splendor ·of fall colors we have to
go into a dark room to disc_uss the
possibility of joy through drugs?
Do we really see ourselves or other .
people or are we always living from
memories which are dead and gone?
If we were to take the following
quote, not just into our intellect,
but into our hearts and guts,
perhaps it would help us understand
why we live as we do: "Intelligence
comes into being when the brain
discovers its fallibility, w_h en it
discovers what it is capable of, and
what it is not."
As I said, I don't know why people
take drugs. Maybe I ought to go back
to the woods and talk to the trees.
I hope, however, that each student
will contemplate the question
deeplY.-- beyond just the intellect.
Sincerely,
James Barrett
Forest Resources

Flip
To Whom It May Concern:
Your article on 11/13/87 about
my day with students in the School
of Health Studies portrays my
intent clearly: to learn more about
what it means to be a UNH student.
Since I am new to the campus,
spending time informally with our
"consumers" becomes a useful
endeavor.
I also learned something else
from your article: that The New
Hampshire is willing to make fun
of serious efforts to do what is best
for the UNH community.The
caption "Dean's Date" is sexist,
misleading, demeaning to a student,
a~d misses the point. If your intent
is t.o be flip, then you succeeded.
If you miss~d the implication of
"Dean's Date" on this campus at
this time, then your editorial process requires review.
Sincerely,
Roger A. Ritvo, Ph.D.
Dean
School of Health Studies

Criisinart
To the Editor: ·
Thank you very much for printing my letter in your University
Forum section of the November
10 issue. You even spelled my name
correctly, for which I am very
grateful. However, I wish you had
printed the piece the way I wrote
it. The inexplicable shuffling of the
paragraphs rendered the piece a
bit incoherent. Rather distressing
to its author.
One might be more inclined to
write for your Forum if one could

be certain one's piece would not
be put through an editorial cuisinart.
_O h, and by the way ; I am the
Archives Clerk, not merely an
archieves clerk. I'm it. A dubious
distinction, to be sure, but it's the
only on.e I have at present, and I
try to make the best of it.
Very truly yours,
Melissa J. Schrier
Archives Vault
Thompson Hall

The New Hampshire

Scotrock
To the Editor and the University
community,
Have you ever wondered what
rock and roll sounded like in 18th
cent~.iry Scotland? Ossian, a group
of five musicians based in Edinburgh, Scotland, will play a night
of traditional music and sorig of the
18th and other centuries from their
homeland this Thursday at Richards
· Auditorium ,in Murkland Hall beginning at 8:00 pm ..Ossian,, whose ·
members play the highland bagpipes; Scottish h~rp, Irish]5ipes,
flute, whistles, cittern, fiddle and
more, are held to be one of the best
touring Scottish acoustic bands and
are considered the Scottish equivalent of the excellent Irish band
The Chieftains. Tickets should be
bought in advance at the M.U.B.
ticket office, open M-F, 10-A (8622209), any leftover tickets will be
sold at the door, We hope you will
take advantage of this rare and
special opportunity to hear Scottish
music performed at its best. Be
prepared for a night of wild music
and bizarre humor.
David Stone, Sarah Bauhan
U.N.H. Country Dancers
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Uni ersity Foru·m
What are you waiting· for?
Well, the week of nuclear awareness is over. How
much more do you know? Probably not much,
considering the turho,u t for tpe lectures. A good
handful of people showed up to support the speakers,
but not as many as ·s hould have. So, now that all
those weird people have stopped interrupting your
meal§ and classes, are you going to quietly settle
back ipto the everyday routine, ignoring everything
that's happening in the world? I hope not. I pray
that one or two or three of you people out there
has decided to do something. I hope that you've
decided to take more control over your own destiny.
After all, isn't this America?· We, the people, have
the right to speak out if we feel we need to. Well,
wedo.
The Coalition for Disarmament and Peace (CDP)
organized the week iri conjuction with The Union
'Of Concerned Scientists~ (UCS) National Week of
Nuclear Education. See, it wasn't just a bunch of
New Hampshire "granolas" trying to save the world.
It was a joint effort by a large group of people,
intelligent people, who want to see change. And
they want to see it now, t"oday.

By Adrianna Tompkins
were posted everywhere, you would have found
something to spark yo~u interest. I don't care who's
·"side" you're on. Not being aware of what's
happening to your future. is pretty sad. .
It's riot over either. We will not let you slip back
into oblivion. I promise. What we did this week
was just the beginning of the end to apathy of world
problems at UNH. I'rn not condemning you for
not thin-king about dismal possibilities. I'm not
blaming you for your lack of know ledge concerning
large scale issues. If I ·could, I'd live in perfect bliss;
pure ignorance. But I can't. I have too much respect
for my intelligence, my future children, and the
human race. Please think, and think hard, about
what fve said. We all have the choice to make the
world better.
CDP is having a meeting Wednesday night at
6:30 p.m. in the Coos-Chesire rooin in the MUB.
Please come. What are you waiting for?

All week, from November 9 to November 13,
we provided movies and lectures. ALL DAY
Thursday, speakers talked about nuclear issues,
· as well as other "important topics such as the Contra
War in Nicaragua. Hey, where were you? I was there.
I wasn't there because I like getting depressed by
the nuclear situation. I wasn't there because I enjoy
thinking about nuclear annihilation. I was there
because I HAD TO KNOW MORE. The nuclear
problem is one of the largest facing the world today.
All week CDP provided the material for you to learn
about this problem. Where were you?
A couple people told me that they didn't have
time to come. Time? I ~ad two exams during the
· week and I had time. I have two research papers
due in three weeks, yet 1 found the time to educate
myself. And please, don't misunderstand me. I wasn't
at every single lecture, because I also needed time
to do things for myself.
However, I made sure I was at the lectures that
interested me, like "Psychological Aspects of War" .
and "How World Wars Get Started." I'm sure, had
you taken seven seconds to look at a schedule, which

Adrianna Tompkins is a
member of The Coalition for
Disarmament and Peace.

The story of ·Hanukkah

by-Lee Rosenfield
' 1

_ Ever·y ye;r, in the month of December, Jewish
people throughout the world celebrate the hpliday
of Hanukkah - the Festival of"Lights. We light
candles, play games, sing songs, and eat festive
meals. This holiday lasts for eight days, during which
Jews remember their long, hard, yet proud past.
These memories give us the strength to live in the
present and to plan for the future. Hanukkah is
a unique holiday, for it celebrates the first battles
for the r.ight to live freely, without oppression.
Since·' that time, many people have fought for their
freedom in the same way that Jews have over the
span of history, This holiday is a lesson for -all who
feel the need to-h~ve their own identity.
More than two thousand years ago, the land of
Israel was ruled by the Syrians. The Syrians believed ·
in the Greek religion .. As a result, they, under the
leadership .of their cruel king, Antiochus, tried to
force all religions to conform to that way of life.
Many did_; but there was one group that refused
to_give up their beliefs and way of life. They were
the Jews. This did not prove to be a wise judgement
for the Jews at first, but in the end they did prevail.
Antiochus destroyed the Jewish temple, tried forcing
Jews tO worship his idols, tortured many Jews, and
sold many into slavery.
One brave man, Mattathius, decided not to stand

which mea~s "A great Miracle Happened There."
This refers to the oil that burned for eight days
·
in the temple..
There ·is a lot of good food eaten on Hanukkah.
The favorite is Potato Latkes, or pancakes. These
, remind the jews of the food that was prepared by
the Jewish yvomen during battle.
Y QU are invited to try all the Hanukkah food,
lea-r n more about the holiday's music and games,
and partake in a candlelighting ceremony. This
will take place on December 2 in Huddleston Dining
Hall. Afterwards, there will be two guests speakers;
Nili Nimrod, an Israeli student who is currently
a sophomore at UNH, and Rabbi Jonathan Gerard,
Rabbi at Temple Israel in Dover. Nili _w_ill speak on the holiday in Israel and Rabbi Gerard will speak
on how the holiday i's celebrated in the United States .
This celebration will occur during.the regular dinner
·
hours. .
Please join Hillel, UNH's Jewish Student
Organization, and the Student Organization for
a Diversified U n'iversity on this date.

for this, so he, his family, and followers fled into
the mountains and formed an army to fight back.
Sobn, though, Mattathius died and his son Judah
took over and led the Jews into battle. Although
they were seriously outnumbered, they were smarte·r
, and ambushed the enemy over and over. Finally,
through their will to survive, i:he-Jews defeated
the Syrians. They then left their mountain refuge
and returned to their temple and rebuilt it. When
they went to relight their menorah, or candleholder,
they only could find enough oil to last for at most
one day. Miraculously, it lasted for.eight days, enough
time for the Jews to find more oil to burn. With
this, Judah declared that every year for eight days
the Jews would ,c elebrate "The Festival of Lights,
" or Hanukkah.
.To remember the oil burning for eight days, we
now light a menorah at sundown when the holiday
begins. Each night another candle is lit. By the eighth
night, all eight candles are burning. An extra candle,
called the SHAMMASH, is used to light the other ·
candles, and it stays lit each night.
This holiday is widely enjoyed by children. On
the first hight, they receive a small amount of money
called Hanukkah gelt. They also play a game with
a dreidle. The dreidle is a spinning top which has
four lette-rs on it They are: N.~s Gadol Hayah Sham,

Lee Rosenfield is the president
of Hillel, UNH's Jewish Student Organization.

The parking garag e solut_ion
In the ·four yea-r s of my student career at the
University of New Ha-m pshire, it strikes g1e that
so much talk and such little action could be done
about the parking problem on campus.- President
· Haaland, .you do -not seem to know how to deal with
this dilemma. Well, let me enlighten you; can .you
say "parking _g arage?" I sure hope so, because this
solution is as blatant as the egos driving around
in public safety vehicles. Unless the adminis.t ration·
.is interested in destroying the natural beauty of
this school and replacing it with parking lots _to
accomodate the increased number of vehicles, -a
· parking garage is the only solution. In addition, ,
at present Public Safely cannot protect any of the \
lots from vandalism. I know this for a fact, since
my vehicle as well as those of my friends have been
terrorized here at UNH. A garage is much easier
to protect. Public Safety's reply to their inabilities
is obviously due to budget cuts. The police force

has be.e n cut. This has been reminded .to everyone
since the the beginning of the semester. On_the
:other hand, the meter m~id brigade seems stronger
't han ever, protecting-the -parking lots from the
deadly rape inflicting meter va'grants-"Oh, Our ·
Heroes." A parking gatage· or ga.rages wo6Ia free'' ,:
up money, since not as many meter maids would
.have-to be paid. Thus, Pubric Safety <ould find better
things to do/ with its fonds, possibly protecting
this ~am pus, and the students. With winter upon
us, commuters have another problem to deal with;
winter ban. The winter parking ban could be virtually
annihilated with the introduction of roofed parking
facilities.
In four years I have seen both ·a new science
building and a new health serv-ices building
constructed, each with the purpose of serving the .
growing number of student~ at UNH. With a little
forethought, and a slightly higher price tag, a first

_:

By _ Edward Ulmer

flobt parking garage could have been included in
., eas:h tree structure. This is -in the past though; let's
think 'to. the future. Ho'w a:bour the field house
renovations? If money c:arfbe found to enlarge the
f_ield house, there _has to be m .o ney for parking.
;: Another solution might be .the ,raising qf_ a garage ·
in' an existing parking lot; for example, the lot near
·
McConnell Ha.II or New Hampshire Hall.
- Iueems, President Haaland, you have -s lipped
.the parking problem into your back pocket and
forgeotten about it. It's not your problem; you have
a parking spot. I hope other students realize by
paying to go to this University that the admin-istration works for us. And yes, President Haaland,
this includes you. Tho~c chat _commute or own
vehicles have the right to park on campus without
getting these complimentary tickets so renowned
here at the University of New Hampshire.

Edward Ulmer is a UNH student.
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Arts & Entertainment
FoJk:Musi c the Scott ish Way
By Jim Carroll
Jackson on cittern, guitar, fiddle, i'
In Sc'ottish history, Ossian whistle, and flute, and Iain
was the name of a legendary MacDonald on Scottish pipes,
poet and sing_er; a blind ol~.man, flute whistle, and bcidhran. They
a heroic storyteller of Gaelic have been together as a group
culture, and reputedly the son since 197T, have recorded three
of the my:thical Eingal.
albums, and nave toured the
In present day Scotland Os- United States several times.
sian is: the name of a group of
They are traditionalists in
five musician, who have for"- . their choice of music and instrusakep t~e· electrified pop music ments, but not purely so.
trap for the )acoustic traditions ·
"We' re not trying to set out .
o(their country. Much. in the to be · an exact recreation of ·
tradition of :Ireland's famed people sitting in a farm house
" Cheiftains:; Ossian .keeps the ... ·200 years ago. In fact, we're
mus1c'al traditions .9£ their coun- using instruments such as· the .
try ativ,e with th_e poems of guitar that weren't even found
Robert Bums put to music and · in farm houses 200 years ago/'
spirited songs ab-out Rob Roy Cuffe fold Susan O'Grady Fox
("son of a crifninal, basically," of the Boston Globe last y_ear.
clairr;t,S:voc<,1Jist, guitarist, .tiple, , Cuffe also claims that. while the
an.d"whistle. player Tony Cuffe) . songs they play are traditional,
and theJacohiteuprisings of the •they write much of the a~com18th century. .
·
·panying music themselves, giy- ·
QssiI:11\ ·w ill perfo~m in the ing their songs an air of orig- .
Rich.ards ·auditorium of Murk- · inality.
·
lan~)lall-_;;it 8 P.M,. .o.r rThursday. . . A different band, a different
Ticl<ets-'are ·available in advance . style of music; Ossian is someat · the . MUB ticket ~ffice and at thing to add to the cultu,ral and
Ossian w_ill perform in the Richards Auditorium of Murkland Hall this Thursday night. (Ossian
the dooi;--,,9~ the: night of . the m.usical diversity of the UNH
,
,
. pe~form~,p:Jie. _, · ,i.. . _. .
. -community. Tickets are cheap photo)
Ossii;tp _i~ composed of Cuffe, . ($3.00 with a student I.D.). Not
Billy Ja-'i kson on .tl~e Swttish fl whole lot to pay to see an
har_p., hish,.pipes, and whistle, internationally famous musical.
John Mart\n on fiddle, George · group.

,;;,:,?

:t. . . •·

... Not sin-NEED
Sinead O'Connor
The Lion And The Cobra

NAY D

Yo-rk where she is staying on

her first trip to the United
Chrysalis Records
States.
By Arthur Lizie
So far, her trip has been quite
Believe it or not, there is uneventful, as she has only seen
someone who has worked with the inside of hotel ~nd press
U2 who hasn't made the gossip rooms. As she says, 'Tm a little
columns of Tiger Beat - yet. As , disappointed, I haven't gotten
a matter of fact, most of the to see an:y of America·yet."
American public probably can't
So far, America has not seen
even pronounce her name. She's . or heard much of her yet either.
a quiet, confident and unasum- To most Americans, she i_s an
ing twenty years .old, born and unsolved mystery. When a praised in the heart of U2 land, proaching ·a new artist, one
Dublin, Ireland. u ·ntil now · school ohhought states that one
· 'Silent on our shores, she has just must know the ar.tist to know
released a debut album that is their work, the _o ther says that ·
sure to raise more than a few . no prior knowledge is necessary.
eyebrm~1s, or as the promotional Sinead believes in the former
sticker on the record says, "One theory, but is quite ·brief in her
listen and you will know .why explication: "I believe that the
she can rnunt many well-known most important fact that soinecontempory artists among her one has to know abo.ut me is that ·
fans." ·
I'm twenty, because I think I
Her name is Sinead (pro- sound like I'm thirty."
nounced "Shin-NAYD) O'ConHer career got a big boost
nor. Her debut record is called long before she-reached the ripe
The Lion A.nd The Cobra. The· old age of twenty, rather; she
record is ,,tn intense, expansive got her start at the age of 14,
slice of cool, distinctly European when she was asked to write a
rock, a swirling mixture of song for the Irish band In Tua
s.tirring, often sensual, rhythms Nua. This exciting experience
and melodies. These qualities at such . a .young age does not
boast her resonant, powerful seem to' faze Sinead -in the least.
voice which booms to a whisper "I was ask:ed to write the lyrics, ·
over a deceivingly bright com- so I did. It wasn't a surprise or
pliment ·of background instru- anything. The words I wrote. are
ments. This is a debut album really different from the version
,to be proud of.
that they released anyways."
Except for a a scant few forays Hubris shall not tumble her
into the spotl1ght, her life has house.
until now been uneventful for
Though it may not tumble,
the gossip colu~ns. S,h e is a her house has moved, from the
person of few words, and, in a claustrophobic confines of her
telephone)nterview recently, native Dublin to expansive ,
she , paned with some of them . ·o ppurtunites of London. While
on the occasion of the Ainerica.n· . the: U2 myth has created Dublin
release of.The Lio:n .And The i as the place to be in music,
. Cobra. She spoke from New Sinead paint~ another picture

of the worn and tired city. · She ·
feels the atmosphere is "unhealthy, very intestious. It's a
small place and everybody
knows what e.veryone else ls
doing. You've got to sound like
U2 or ·c1annad or you're in
trouble, but if ycm do, you're ,in
trouble. If yoy're a woman you' re
expected to be shy and quiet .and
if you' re a man you' re expec;ted
to be loud and noticed. It isn't
a good experience.';
Nowadays, everyone is trying
to sound, or at least look like
U2 (caught the cover of the new
Bee Gees record or Mi~hael
. Hutchence from INXS lately?).
Sinead has gone one step better,
and actually worked with the,m.
Upon ·hearing on~ of h_e r
demo tracks, Bono reccomertde,d
her w The Edge, who was
working· on ·r.he soundtrack to
the Irish film The Captive.
Sinead ended up singing on the
soundtrack record's single, ·''The.'
Heorine." For-her, the expe. rience was invaluable. "It was
greatl really lo·vely,. It wasn.' t
. hard at all. He was kind and
sweet anq brought his• wife and
kids into the studio. It was such .
.a great atmosphere.·The film ·
itself was lousy, the .worst I've ,:
ever seen."
·
·
Although The Captive ri~ver
made it to the States, someday
Sinead hopes to make it over
here to play some live dates, but
not at the present time. "After';
I might bring a band to the . '.
State<: . I'm in the proc·ess, of ,
checking out a band. lt' s hard~ '· ·.
I've never .had to do it before'.
I hope it(f ·ill v.rork out.'.'
'·•

·s1NEAD, page 18
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The ·Table is in the Center
The Di~ing Room
· and the actors, mo:ving the play
1
along in a provocative fashion.
UNH Theater Department
Among so many sections irf
Friday, November 13
play, some were bound to.
one
Johnson Theater
fall flat, some would rise above.
By Patrick ]o_nsson
As each actor held at least five
, A myriad of little scenes, all parts-, some as many as seven,
relating in some way or another personifications were destined
to the sense ,of the home, · to ~e jumbled. And this was
comprised The Dining Room,
opening night. Accents slipped
a comedy written by A.R. Gurat times, some scenes, like an
. ney and directed by N itolas opening scene with a teal estate
Mize. This was no straight out, agent and buyer, were very stiff,
slap-kneed, do a flip, crack a . the actors having trouble blowjoke, go for it comedy, fr was
ing steam into their performan· a family affair, quite serious at ces. Overall, however, the cast
times.
handled this formidable chalThe focus was the dining
lenge with a bang. Ken -cohelo
room, more specifically the was especially strong as Charlie,
table, a solid object. Scenes Architect, and Nick, Maryann
numbering well into the teens, M_roczka was convincipg as
connecting over 50 different Mother and Old Lady. Other
characters, swooshed by -in ~ strong performances came from .
jalopy way, much. like a bicycle Michelle Brochu and Bradford
-·
race, leaving only ~ lingering Farwell. smell of each· scene behind, no
The Din_ing Room was like
one really standing out. The a boat trip in the fog. You could
focus was the family dining not quite make out the onroom and it stood out rike a running scenes, they were mist
(L to R.)Edward Puffer, Donna Gaspar, Michelle Brochu, and Christopher Bellmare are some branch in a wheel, a thematic after _a while, but the dining
room stood solid, always, like
of the performers appearing in the UNH theater department's production of "The Dini_n g centerpiece.
An interesting device was
the foghorn, giving direction.
RQ2m~' (fheater Department photo)
used to· set the scenes apart, or And the tabJe was an interesting
rather, pas.te them together. piece; oak probably, sturdy, in _
· Characters from consecutive heavy humour.
·
scenes talked and acted all at
Performances will be held on
once as one scene rolled in and the 18, 19, 20 and 21st .:i.t 8 p.m.
the other receded. It could have at the Johnson Threatre. One
failed miserably, confusi~g the morning performance will be
genteel movements of ·. the held on the 18th at 10:30 a.m.
scenes, but it only strengthened · Tickets are $5.00 with a UNH
the .cr:edibility of the director ·1.n. and $6.00 for non,-students.
George Harrison
could hope for, but a very, very attitude about his Beatie past;
Cloud 9
good one, one that ranks among it would seem that Harrison has
Dark Horse Records
finally come to grips with
the best Beatie solo efforts. ·
By Marc Manigonian
After the feeble Gone Troppo having been one of the Fabs. .
What is not absent from
Before I heard this _album, if (-1982), Harrison appeared to
someone had asked me to use have given up on a solo career. Cloud 9 is a lot:of tuneful, wellthe phrase "cloud nine" and the He turned to his interest in film; cra_fted songs. The album alter.name "George Harrison" in the Harrison's Handmade Films na tes upbeat rockers with mesame sentence, I doubtlessly company has produced Monty lodic ballads, ope~ing with title
would ha_ve said something Python's Life of Brian; Time track, the standout "Cloud
obvious (and accurate) like Bandits, Mona Lisa, Withnail Nine." "Fish On the Sand" is
· "George Harrison has been on and I, and the celebrated flop an outstanding.cut, descri-bing
cloud nine, musically, for most Shanghai Surprise (everyone how George feels when he is not
rJf the last 15 years since he
makes mistakes}~The five year with the one he loves. "This Is
released All Things Must Pass layoff seems to have done wond- Love" is one of the albums jemsand Concert For Bangladesh." ers both for Hatrisoh's music it is a _soaring track with a great
All sarc~sm .aside, Harrison has and his whole attitude. Absent solo from Harrison and one of
finally pulled himself up and from Cloud 9 is the whiny · the albums best lines- "Since
made not just a listenable album, preachiness ·of several of his our problems have been our own
vv:hich I figured was the best I albums. Also absent is his bad creation/ that -means that they
I
can be overcome" - which could
easily refer to George's own
musical problems of the past
decade and a half.
Side one closes with the
wonderful "When We Was
(continued from page 17)
The highlights are much Fab," an incredibly Beatlesque
When she does finally get a
band together; what she will be more frequent and obviously, fond look back at Harrison's
able to bring to the .clubs and more rewarding. The album Beatie days. That the song is so
concert halls is stunning. The · begins with the cutting, airy, incredibly beatlesque is due in
Lion And The Cobra is a dynam- hymnic 'Jackie," a song that-will no small part to Harrison's coic blast of haunting vocals and more than certainly give Sioux- producer on the album- ELO's
startling music. With it, she has sie a run· for her money, and Jeff Lynne, who's work in ELO
not. orily created a· record of mesmerizes down to the last has always sounded suspiciously
. amazing intensity, but also an · note of the crawling, trembling like variations on "I Am The
image to inatch. · A striking . epic "Just Call Me Joe." In W~lrus" anyway.
Side two opens with the
·solos (just ask Eddie Vari Halshaved head mixed with mythic between, Sinead shines with
Irish roots lends an atmosphere poignam strings on "Troy," bitingly effective "Devil's Ra.:_ an incredibly catchy tune which en), and certainly, at this point,
, of mystery, romance, and im- . shi~II?-e'fs wi~.h ini:e. nse Gaeli~ . dio," _ Ha~rison's diatribe _against J's _hummable to the :,oint of B~rrison: doesn.'t have to im·
press anybody.
portance to the record. Both the rec1tat1on on · Neve.r: Get 01~, ,, · the .gossip press, featurmg the . emg McCartneyesque. ·
As usual, Harrison has asWhat Harrison has improved
. music and the gothic imagery and sparkles on the quiet folky · . line "You wonder why I don't ,
shguld appeal to not only the ballad "Drink Before The War." hang out much/ I wonder how sembled a superb crew of mu- drastically on "Cloud 9" is his
growing legions of disgruntled All intense, aU honest, all more you can't see" which tells much sicians to back' him up. In singing . .George has never been
. . · about Harrison's: famous rec- addition to Clapton's always the great singer that McCartney
Siouxsie and the Banshees fans, , than listenab~. . · . .
Although she doe.sn't have lusive lifestyle and which also ·excellent work-on four tracks - is or Lennon were, but at times
. but also to a wider r.a nge of
much of a past of which she features George's old buddy Erk are Ringo Starr, EltonJohn,and his voice has seemed as pleasant
alternative music listeners.
Imagination and uniqueness wishes to speak, Sinead· O'Con- Clapton on lead guitar (Clapton longtime Harrison session as both of them. Unforttmately,
mates Jim Keltner on-drums and Harrison has frequently taken
nor has more than a brigh_t · plays lead on four tracks).
are the record's strong points.
The low points on the ·record ; future. TheLionAndTheC.obra ·. -T}:ie album closes out in fine Gary Wright on keyboards. t6 emulating his idol, Bob Dylan.
occur when Sinead seemingly is one oL(he most sur_P,rising . fashion; t~e last two songs are Har.rison's own gqitar is cha- Now, Dy Ian's voice works for
·steps outof ch:;iracter,with more and likeable debut records this ·also two of the best. "Breath racteristically tasteful, unflashy, Dylan only because his material
thap. a glance towards the charts, year. Her only problem might , Away From Heaven" is a gor- and near perfect. George learned is strong and it is suited to
and falls flat on her face with be following it up with some- geous ballad, with he,avy far- a long time ago that he does not Dylan's own distinctive brand
a pair of lame attempts at dance thing as strong. She won't make · eastern influences (but no sitar have to blow anyone away with o_f howling, but Haqison's
music_, namely "I Want Your you forget U2, but she is a bold · solo, thank God). The final cut spectatular solos if the song is
·(Hands On Me)" and·"Mandin- . alternative in music from the is the album's first single, "Got good enough; you can't conceal
.. song,wr.i ting -viith' flaming · : G-EO, page 19 ·
My~,
&i,,
,;.;;A
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George is Back Again
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Rdom 151,
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~SMOKE~

-------DEBATE
(continued ·fr~m page 5)

,
I

is a l1ght-hearted atmosphere
and encou~ages jokes, although
~hey do debate · very serious
issues.
Barbara Hopson competed
; in four individual events: ·im- ✓
promptu, exempt, prose and
poetry, she said. ·
Each individual event has two
rounds, she said. Although she
scored poorly in the preliminary
rounds .o n Saturday, she came
back with perfec~ scores of tOO
in improptu and exempt on
Sunday, she said.
.
·
In the impromptu 'competi-

· tion, participants pick a rando~· East Coast s;:i.id Hopson.
quote and have two minutes to
"We're always looking for .
. prepare a four minute speech, · new members, no experience
she said. The exempt event required. Jt '. s a lot of fun .an9
involves a choice of three pol- a neat way to meet new people,"
itical questions and competitors she said.'
. have thirty minutes to prepare
a seven minute speech, she said.
Ther.e were 868 people competing iri _the 18 individual
events which also include sales,
a:nd ADS (after dinner speak. ,JJ · q
.
ing) according to Hopson.
U1/ 'MU!✓ (7 OJUUn,
The debate dub has 26 ·
AIM~
members who travel expense
paid to competitions across the

Cigarette babysitting in the
MUB is also a helpful way in
which the smoker can keep
cigerette off of his mind, sa1d
Gildea-Dinzeo. She said there
will :be tables in the MUB anq
in the dining halls where stu- .
dents can drop off the.ir ci garettes umil the s~okeout is
over.
''This is so they don't have
that urge ~6 pick it - (the cigarette) up, it's out of sight,"
said Gildea-Dinzeo.
Joe Fiorenza, a first year -

TSgt Al Bailey .
6 03 - 433.,, 188617

.

ECORPS BE ALLYOU (AN BE
ARMYNURS .
.
' . .· . .

student at UNH, said he decided
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so Ithe'
better
too.: .Surel'll
on
·bandwagon,"
saidjump
Fio- ~
renza .
. .J
~
Leslie -Woodf.all, another - :.. · ·
freshman, dci~ided that she is · ~
not going to participate in the . ~
event. -She sa'id . &he has .be,e n · -~ ·
smoking for ' thr'e e years and
does pot believe it is possible ~
for her to quit now.
.
~
"I just can't right now," ~
Woodfall said, 'Tknow it's a ·.· :.iii
disgusting habit, but I like ir:·
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I

attempts at out-Dylaning Dylan
, with weird phrasing have either
made good songs sound weak : · ~ ("All Those Years Ago ," for
example, with its dreadful phrasing) or mack. already weak.
material sound execrabk ("Dark
. Horse," for one, and too many
others to list). On "Clqud 9," ·
Harrison gets back to singing ·
more like George the Beatie
than George , the Bad Dybn
Imitator; in •fact, his voice
sounds almost as. strong as it
did way back on "Abbey Road,"
when he nearly sfole the· album
from John and Paul with "Somethin,.f and "Here Comes the
Sun.
In short, then, this is-a great
album. While most of Harri son's albums have been strictly
"buy it only if you' re a collector"
affairs, Cloud 9 is a record that
can be enjoyed by everyone .
Although, as one_who has long
been a Harrison admirer and
Beatie fanatic, I rook particular
pleasure in -hearing this album,
because I know very well what
George is capable of when he
isn't being whiny. Hopefully,
~
it won't be .a nother 15 years until ~
we get his next good album.

·

'

.illllll

,!·

(continued froin page 18)

·1f you have an .
· overall "B"
average, you
may qualify for
early commissioning as an Air
Force nurse.
There's no need
to wait for your
State Board
results. Ask for
details on our
· special intern-ship program.
Call

_
And they're bothrepresented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
.
career advancement are the rule,
\
not the exception. The gold bar .
on the right means you command respect.as an Afll}.y officer. If you're .·
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurs~ Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.-,,_, O r call toltfree 1-S00~USA-ARMY.

\

--GEO--

ATTENTION
; BSN
CLASS
OF 1988. ,

. ·· · THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO . ...·
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

I

(coritinue'd from :page 1)

~:ss~fJ~!;f~k~;~o;ufttJ:~~s~
day to sqow his .suppo~t.
,,
"Ey~ryon<: @Jse.}is stopping

PAGE NINETEEN·
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The,FrankJin .
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I

DELIVER

1

I

I •Sun, Mon, T ue: Open until 1a.m. I
II
I

·
W, Th, F, Sat: Open until 2a.m.
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MOTHER GOOSE&. GRIMM

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE
DEGREE ·
TO WORK.

by Mike Peters

Air Force Officer
Training Schoons
an excellent start
tci a challenging ·
career as an Air
Force officer. We
offer 'great starting
pay, medical
care, 30 days of
vacation with pay
each year and
management
opportunities.
Contact your Air
Force ·recruiter
today. Call

0111117T_ _ _ ,lnc.
Allllgllla-

,..,

M Sgt Richard Lebel
603 - 868 - 7266

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

NOW.,. fOR IN5Tll#C€', .. HtJW ·
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4Y {eff_~acNelly

SHOE
'(OU TEl.4.- WMOE'IE~ IT 15
~T 15 CA~IN' ME A WIM~.

LUXEMBURG
LONDON .
:PARIS
BERMUDA
·HONGKONG
CARACAS

.-YOU TELt MIM
· To U:X,K ATM'(

WAR RECOllDJL JJI►..,.,.~-•~~----..._..

1

348
399
-419
220
749
380

Taxes not included.
ALSO: 1n"ternat"io~na1 Student
t D. Youth Hostel Passes and
EUR A IL Passes issued on
the spot!

Call tor FREE CIEE
Student Travel Catalog!

COUNCIL ,TRA~EL
C.AMIRl>GE
80510N
(6171266-1926 ~[617]-7-W97

KUDZU .

. By Doug Marlette
I

fr-------------.

Copies.
Beyond

9to5
Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watte·rson
1 l<Et\D 1'-1~1 11Gt.RS -SPl~~L

For your convenience, Kinko's .
· is open early, 9pen late, and
open weekends.

C<JUJN\t{S A?E l\ ·

.

Low Prices

G

Outstanding quality

kinko•s· ·

Great copies. Great people.

51 Main Street
Durham
1

868-6322
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S.elf-lmprovement :
Time Management...15
Self Assertiveness ...402
. Building Self Esteemed
Condfidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...10
Becoming Independent from
Parents ...4 78
'fhe Value and Use of
· Self-Talk ... 36
What is Counseling and How
to Use it...61
Learning to Accept Yourself ...44

•t

Anger
Fighting Constructively ... 5
· E0pressing Negative
Thoughts and Feelings ... 6 ·
Dealing with
Constructive Criticis.rn ... 7
Dealin·g with Anger ... 8
Understandiril_g Jealousy and
How to Deal with it...9
I

• Depression
What is Depression .. .431
How to Deal with
· Depression .. .432
How to D·eal with
[oneliness ... 32
Depresf,ion as a lifestyle ... 433
. • Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible ·
Ways to Cope with it...30
. How to Handle Fears ... 33 .
Coping with Stress ... 38
Relaxation Exercises .. ;37
Conflict and Meditation ... 3l2
Un,derstanding Grief...85
Death and Dying ... 84
i .

•· Sexuality
Male Sex Roles.AO
Mal.e Homosexuality ... 21
Dealing with .1mpotence ... 23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality ... 24 ·
.
Female Sex Rol.es ... 39
Female Homosexuality .. .20
Female Orgasm Problems ... 22
J

Friendship
Friendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend ...90
Recognizing Suicidal
· Feeling in Others .. .492

'

.

-~ ·Dating
Dating Skills ...18
Infatuation or Love ... 70 ·
Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ... 71
Types of lntimacy .. ·.3 ···
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical ..lntimacy.A -;.. • Health:.Related l~sues
Early sign of an Alcohol
Problem ... 160
Responsible Decisions about
,
Drinking ... 161
I've been-Raped, What
Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
· Anorexia Nervosa & BulhTiia ... 21 5 ·
Herpes-symptoms and
· Diagnosis ... 209
AIDS-Reducing the. Risks .. .225
A_
I DS-Symptoms and
Diagnosis .. .218
Acquaintance Rape .. .319

:Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00p.m. and select the tape you· wish to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when ihe tape
is over, a Cool-Aid member will come back on the [in.e. T.ape ), ine is a service provided by Cool-Aid in conjunction with Counseling and Testing. Cool-Aid is a
student funded organization.-Our Hotline number is 862-2293.
'

'
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FREAKER,PATROL

AND ' Now
UN \4 ·.. ··
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GOfNu
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THERE GOES
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by Robert Durling

· Jumpin' Jake

TRY OUR HOME COOKED SPECIALS

I'r' ,ri i!I0
JJA SH,~w,~
• - ·~---~~M-~
1

.

J

.

·~

(,

1

.

t

1

CHILI
.

\

.

f ,._

1

-

AST TAKE-OUT SERVIC~c~
1\ . .

· MON.-:-FRI. 7 .AM--6PM
"

-
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MAIN STREET
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University of New Hampshire
Theater and Dance Department
· presents .
THE

DINING ROOM
The Comedy By A.R. Gurney

During yo~r semester break from college, break away to a company that offers you more. Only
Shaw's offers you an opportunity to ~ork either Part Time or FuUTime hours ... temporarily!
- You can choose from a var iety of position-s available in all departments starting now through your
semester break. Positions are available in all Shaw's New Hampshire stores, Peabo'dy and
.
Newburyport, MA.
Shaw's offers excellent starting wages, flexible sche~ules and a friendly work atmosphere .
. During your vacation, break away to Shaw's_!

·

Please apply at the Service Desk at the Shaw's nearest you.
(

/
.

~ j ~!!~gt;.
I
\

NOV. 13,14,18,1.9,20,21 AT 8 PM
NOV. 18 AT 10:30 AM
Johnson Theater - Paul Creative
UNH, Durham ~
Arts Center ·
. Gen: $6;
UNH Students,Empio_yees,
Alumni and Seniors: $5
Reservations: 862-2290, Mon.-Fri.,
. .
10am to4pm
/
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CLASSIFIED
Rubes®
3 room cottage on Great Bay, Durham on
Cedar Pt. Road. $300 a month and utilities.
Call Lloyd. 749-69flY'
1 Bedroom Apartment- Mai □ St. Durham.
$500.00 per month & electricity (heat
in.eluded). Call 207-4~9-38Q1.

_COMPUTER, KAYPRO II, includes software
for word processing, spelling checker,
·spreadsheets, data base, accounting, and
more. Asking $500.00. 868-5372 or 8685759 leave message.
1981 Horizon, reliable car, one owner,
AM/FM stereo cassette, extra snow tires,~
new battery, inspected, looks great, no rust,
asking $1250.00. 868-5372 or 868-5759 .
leave message.

FOR All YOUR T-Shirt Needs SEE ELI AT

Helper for he. . ' riicapped person. $6 an hour.
No experience n,: r:essary. Hours negotiable. Easy work. Grt:,·it hoss. Call Dan at
_?92-4764, evenings.
CASH· CASH CASH. Distribute Fi'jRrs to
Seacoast homes and businesses Own
transportation- walking shoes- friendly.
Call Apple Paintings & Renovation. Portsmouth _
431-4669 Leave message.
Travel Field Opportunity. Gai·n valuable
marketing experience while .earning money.
Campos representatives needed immediately for spring break trips to Florida. Call
C_ampus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.
·'

Overseas Jobs .. Summer, year round.
Europe, South America, Australia, Asia.
All Fields. $900-$2000 MO. Sightseeing.
Free information . Write !JC, P.O. ·sox 52NHDL Corona DEL MAR, CA. 92625.
Commercial I Residential Cleaning se·rvice
looking for energetic, self-directed person.
$6 hr. Will train; flexible hours, Super bossCall 749-6069.

Kappa Sigma or Call 868-9637.

· Wanted: Spring Break Representative for
84_Firebird, T-roof, gray, 6 cyl., 5-speed, , Leisure Time Tours. Call Today (612)-784A_M-FM cassette deck, rust proofed. 48,000
2287, or write 943 102nd Lane N.E. Blaine,
Mi., good condition, $5,900. Days- 431- . MN 55434.
1430, Nights- 431-1419. Ask tor A.J.
________ 1
Gain valuable advertising/ public relations
~1975 Podge Dart Sport, 3 speed. Ru_ns
experience- bec_ome an Area Publicity
exceH~nt, new exhaust, AM-FM stereo;
Representative f.or MUSO. Many benefits!
$1000 or 8.0._call: 868-3137 (Jim).
Contact Kim at MUSO for more info. 8621485.
· Must Sell- Two stereos and one ten speed
....L.___ _ _ __

bike. Call: Mark, Portsmouth- 431-4669
leave message.
K2 .GS-Electras, fast giant slalom skis; 195
cm; Marker M46 Racing bindings, One year
old. $225. Call 659-2009.
$600 or 8.0. '71 Monte Carlo. Good engine
(350); solid body; repair records available;
automatic on floor; new suspension; cheap,
reliable transportatiem. Call Doug or Amy
868-6413.
, 1977 Buick-Skylark-S- Good school transp9r.tation, re liable car, only _$150, will
negotiate. Call Mark 868-3709.
1978 Datsun 8210, new rear snow tires,
AM/FM, runs but needs work. $100 or 8.0.
Cal) Jessica 862-4084.
Buy 2 snow tires, only used 4 months, $100
or 8.0., get 1978 Datsun 8210 free- it runs.
Jessica 862-4084.
1980 Chevy Malibu Classic. 95,000 miles,
fair condition. $900 call Kate 868-2721.

THE FAR SIDE

Projectionist neede8 to show Thurs. and
Sun. night movies for MUSO. $4.00/hourwork study. Contact Elaine at MUSO for
more info. 862-1485 or Rm. 148 MUB.
WANTED: One cheap small Gi;:>uch or love
seat. Contact Debbie at 862-4267.

By Leigh Rubin

JoJoBean, I'm glad you' ll be here next
srmester--we can help each other get our
iives straightened out (maybe) 1 Witl'l .your
soon-to-be-in-Dover car and my soor::ito-be-legal ID there'll 9e no getting in our
way. HAI And even if we can't live 'with them,
we can still kill them I-Remember, "Punks
never say they're sorry!", "Do unto men
as they do urito you" and all 1hat good stuff.
Let's, have Skinny Puppy over for dinner.--Marj
Easy-going male graduate student would
like to meet' tall, well-built female. Interests
from outdoors to blues music 10 pizza. Call
Tim at 659-3028 evenings arid weekends
or !~ave personal.
Jamie Nesgoda- Happy Birthday Chick!
I hope you have a great day. Love ya lots
Donez- want to roll another?

.\

Mr. Bartendar- (AKA Lee) there were no ·
planes available so this will have to do:
You make a·n -awesome mud slide ,- but
you're too skimpy with the whipped cream.
P.S. You're still on the X-mns list. "Steph"
HELLIE: You can feel free to turn EXTREMELY purple, Errr ... NOWII Love, Steffie.
J&T That bra-less female was my mother.
Just kidding! I still want that guys knees
broken. Interested? When is Mexican
Night? We'll supply the kitchen. R3.
B.J.B. ("Lover")- How about another date
at Muriels? You can sit next to me! You're
the BEST. Love , Deb.
MAHAHLEE,EN! Wanna get b---d tonight??
I know, I know, babies
not baby-pa.rts!I THREE more days, pop
another balloon!'
I ought-to pound you. Yes, you. You know
w~o you are.

"Tell me, why is it that every time_we sit down for dinner your
mother drops in?"
'
/

Sick of School? Tired of Durham? THINK
SPRING BREAK' Think Cancun, Mexico
or THE BAHAMAS! Make plans now fcir
your spring break -trip to the sunny tropics!!
Trip packages start at $279. For info. call
Roberta, 868-3214.

.................... ....
~

JOANIE!!!! Hey babE;, 'sup? Listen my last
surviving female roomie, maybe we sh_ould
drag each other to social events more often
Scholarship Competition: Available to
and obtain· a common line of friends. After
.Junior, Senior and Fifth Year engineering
. all, we have to fiJ')d men and learn how to
students as of Fall 1988. American Con-.
be conformists in our apartment. No
suiting Engineering Council is sponsoring
scree~ings by Gary allow~cj_ You will of
a.$1,000 and $500_ scholar.::;hip competition.
course .have to change your taste in rr1e_n.
For details see the Dean of Engineering.
Being the older of us, I get first dibs. What
Financial Aid Officer or call R. Weber (617) . say we go hover around 84' some after449-6450.
·noon? Paws off though Joan! ---Love, Your
math/art major roommate with the suicidal
THE CIA WILL BE RECRUITING at HudMustang
dleston Hall on Tuesday December 1 from
9-4. Come and join us protest against fhe _ IT'S TIME FOR, MONTY HALL'S FLYING
CIA's presence on campus.
PYTHONS!II That 's how it goes, doesn't
it?
.
Horsemans Club Meeting short but important. Tuesday 6:00 p.m. Bring $3.00 dues ,,Have you hugged a Graphic Manager
and NY. gas $. Call Jen tor location 868today?
3449.
LDM - Hey Dude' May.be someday we'll
. get another ct)ance at the lif_!lbo.Hopefully
we'll be more successful than last weekend.
HAI HA! Get psyched lei party with the home
crowd' Love ya - OM ·

By GARY LARSON

Learn Astrology- Learn about New Age.
Astrology a.nd y-our daily Astroluck. Send
self addressed stamped envelope to Paul
S. Gibson, 20511 Pioneer Trail L-237, New
Smyrna Beach, Fla. 3206.9.
'

.

Y~u've come a long way - :
Baby!
_ .. :
HAPPY 20th BIRTH- . :
DAY
:
LAURIE
·:

',• .

We love you,
Donez & Willy-

.
........ ~·············~·
.

.

Gina-

..,.•
•

··~············~·············~·

/.
·············~·~·······

The New Hampshire extends •
its Congratulations to Jamie :
:
Cameron, ne~ly initiated,
brother of Delta Chi.
We · are sorry your na-me was
omitted from _Tuesday's ad . .,

11-11

"OK. I'll go back and tel'I my people
that you're-staying in the boat, but I warn
·
you they're not going to like it."

Guitar Lessons 0 Study with a G.L-T Grad.
Improvisational concepts, Technique, Ear
training, Chords, Harmony and Theory,
All sty les. Call 749-4 780.
·sartendirig Course- Learn a valuab le skill
for fun or profit. Prepare for a go0d paying
pJrt-time or vacation job. Get hands o\n
profess ional-training behind an actual bar,
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun
our way. Certificate.awarded. School is
li censed and is on UNH, ·Kari-Van route. /
Visi.tcirs welcome. Evening c lasses. Call
· or write for free brochure. Master Bartender
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, NH Tel.
659-3718. .
,

•••

••
•••
·••
••
••
Love ya,
your little sis! •••
••

Happy 21st!
Have a Great Day!

It's never' too early to get into the Christmas
spirit. Come visit C3, Christmas capital
of the world.

YGung Drive Roomies, I'm psyched to have
time to really know you now. Give me your
sweater sizes so I can knit you all sweaters
for X-mas. Luv ya, GUY.

.

••••••••••••••••••••••

President of Congreve, give me qiy..thermometer back, or do I have to come get
it myself. Hiraldo.

Butterface,' here is the person,al that I kept ·
seying I was going to send. Hope to get,
to know you again some time· this week . ·
·Hope you're it for this Saturday .night. '

••
•• ·
•·:
•

............•......... ........ ,
~

The New Hampshire REPORTERS!
Come learn from a pro! Renowned columnist
for the Boston Globe will critique our paper,
and give constructive advice for budding
journalists! Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. near the ,
typing room in Hami1ton-Smith. · Be there! It'll
be FUN! reallv.
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, FAST, CONVENIE NT & EASY ON THE BUDGET

MUB CAFET ERIA

Monday--Scrambled eggs, homefries, and toast
____ . Tuesday--Two pancakes, one egg, Efausage
, Wednesday--Cheese omelet, toast ·
Thursday--French toast, bacon
Friday--Fried eggs, homefries, toast
ALL BREAKFAST SPECIALS INCLUDE
8oz BEVERAGE & 5oz JUICE

:::::::::/:=:!:=:i:(::::;:;:;:;:;::;:::::;:;:;:;:;: ::::;:::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::;:•:•:•:::•:•:•:•:-:-:-•-•:-:-:-:-:-

· DONUT SPECIAL

bon'C1l, ·soz Juice, 8oz cottee · , · , •

CEREAL SPECIAL
(bereal, 8oz milk, 5oz juice

, BREAKFA S·T· Is.SERVE D FROM 7:30am-11 am

\

, Monday--B LT
Tuesday--Chicken salad sandwic h
- We~ne~day-- Grilled hc3:m & cheese ·
Thursday--H amburger . .

3-9:30pm MONDA Y-THUR SDAY

•.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.;.·.·.·.·.;-:-:,:.:-:-·,:-:,:-:-:,:,:-:,:,:,:,:,:,:-:,:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:,:,:,:-:,:-:-:-:•:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:,:-:,:-:,:,:-:,:-:,:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:,:-:-:-:-::;::-:-:,:-:,

-MU B .CAF ETE RIA
7:30am~9:3 0pm MONDAY-T HURSDAY
7:30am-2:3 0pm FRID~Y

\
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Both UNH swim
teams lose to NU
By Marie Reilly

Pam Gauvin all captured second
places in the 200-fly, 100-free
and one~meter diving; respectively.
"We knew they were definite . .
ly a stronger tea.tn,'but our times ;
. are still improving and that's.
what I'm really happy about,"
said coach Brenda Skelley.
· _ Northeastern and Maine are
the only two teams UNH ·feels
are stfonger. The rest of the
season will tell if UNH can
move up in the New England
standings from last year's fourth
position.
The 'Cats' next home meet
is against URI (c:o-ed) Sang:day,
November 21 .

and Paul Sweeney

The women's swimming
· team lost their first meet of the
season against the Northeastern
,Huskies Saturday. This put the
Wildcats at the 2-1 mark with
seven meets remaining.
The Huskies are ranked second in division I behind Maine.
UNH is not far b,ehind. The
Wildcats anticipated Northeastern to have a very strong team
as they traditionally do have.
· UNH used the Huskies' ~eputation to push :themselves,
which in several cases influenced Wildcat swimmers to
better their · times. Karen Davis
. and captain Sarah Cunning were
••••••••••••
Even though the men's swimpushed 'to best times in the
1000-free and the 200 -breast, ming -team lost its season opener, 129-80 against Northeastrespectively.
ern q,n .Saturday, the team has .
a
was
NU
,
though
"Even
,
A UMass player gets the ball out of her· zone quickly, much to the dismay of these two Wildcats ·
stronger team and were bound some good freshmen swimmers
·
The 'Cats' season ended with a 2.-0 defeat. (Craig Parker photo)
to win, we never gave up. That's to work with.
Jerry Bailey and Bob Quinn·
the kind of attitude our team
has," said freestyler Michelle each won · two events in their ·
·
Lizotte.
inaugural meet with the WildThe only events won by New cats.· Bailey, from Greenland,
Hampshire were the 50-free won the 500- (5:00:3-6) and
(continued from page 28)
swum by Meghan McCarthy and 1000 - (10:13.35) freestyle
the undefeated 400-relay swum events, along with a second
them4-1 to advance to the· semi- admire her· for doing it and it the post game conference. Los- by McCarthy, Sue Ogden, Nancy place finish in the backstroke.
final round against North Ca-_ is great for (University) New ing is always a tough thing to Kitchen, and Jennifer Branon.
Quinn, of Hanover, New Hamp--·
rolina ... The 2-0 loss to UMass Hampshire for a coach·to move take but it must have been
The meet wasn't a blowout, shire, won the 200 backstroke
will be the last ga-me Marisa on like this c-co~ching the na- especially hard for the seniors by any means. Although UNH (2:06.85 ~\and the 200 freestyle
Didio coaches for UNH for a tional team)." No plans are Lo,ri Mercier, Michele Flannell, only won two events, they had (1:51.97). .
.' .
while. ·She is moving on to be definite yet concerning if Didio Patty Drury, Kate Dumphy, numerous seconds and thirds.
Other winners for UNH were
an assistant coach on the US will return for the 1989 season Karen McBarron, 'and Prngy NU, very of te_n, had only one tri-captain Eric Andrew in the
Olympic team for the 1988 Seoul . and no coach for next season Bilinski to finish their excellent strong swimmer per race, al- , 200 butterfly and the medley
Games. "It is sad to se..e her leave, has been named ... Sad Site De- careers on such a sour note.
lowing the Wildcats to take a relay team of And.rew, Quinn,
but it is _great for her to move partment: seeing the seniors
few points with their depth. Doug Gordon, and Brian Kablik.
on," Kathy Daly said. "We slowly walk out of the net after
Bethany Haller, Branon, and

- - - - - - - N C A A LOSS-----~-

-~ ~-~~~KQ)<.~~~~~~~LQ'l'-C~·§ .
§

·KEENE STATE. COLLEGE
·,

FRANCE

"Bike Brittany"

SuminerPrograms
Ab.road

2

.ECUADOR

SUMMER-SCHOOL IN.QUITO

Summer School St. Malo
5 weeks, 6 credits - Paris, home stay in

St. Malo, language and culture courses
with French faculty, meals, land transport·
. ation, and more.

.....,

ENGLAND

_Seminar for 'Class'roorn Teachers ·

3 weeks, 6 'credits - Paris, 450 mile tour
in Brittany, lodging, meals, bike r~ntal,
home· study, land . transportation,
and more.

I

Ii

5 weeks, 3 credits- Catholic
University of Quito, home stay,
meals, land transportation,
lan9!}age and culture courses,
and more. ·
~

Shakepeare's History Plays
6 weeks, 3 credits - London,

Stratford-upon-Avon, lodging,
meals, land . transportation,
language -and culture courses,
and more.

ALL THESE PROGRAMS ARE PRICED UNDER $2,000!

For further information, dates,· costs - contact:
/ Dr. Thomas Durnford, · Coordinator·
International ·Education
·(
Keene State College
Keene, NH 03431
Tel:(603) 352-1909, extension 3S8, 524

i
i

2 weeks, 3 credits - London;
~
Wolverhampton classroom
obversations, conferences with
local educators, lodging, ., meals
transportation, and more.

§

i
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The Brazilian
National
Basketball
Team survived a first
,half
.
'
' .
.
s~are f~om their UNH hosts: but eventually won _the game_96-63..
UNH's Derek Counts hit a half-court s,hot Just before .the first
half buzzer to make the score 39-37, but Brazil's tough sectind
half press caused fits for the 'Cats.
.
Counts led the Wildcats with 17 points, while Chris Perkins
added 15. Freshman Eric Theilin scored 6 points and grabbed
·s rebounds.
·
.
The Wildcats open their 1987-88 season November 28 at Brown
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UNH guatd Tommy Hammer takes the high road for two points
-

.

i

C

· in the exhibition game against Brazil. -·(Craig Parker photo)
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(continuedfrom page 28)
qmnected on a 25-yard TD play linemen Paul Boulay, Kevin
that featured two missed tackles Doherty, Bill O'Malley, and Bob ·
along the ~ay. The touchdown · Murray, offe_nsi.ve linemen John
was Braune's ninth of the sea- Driscoll, Pat Murphy, Tom
son.
p •
Johnson and Chris Kelleher,
The two teams traded field linebackers David Perrow and
goals as UMass' Silvio Bonvini Scot-t Cunis, and kicker Eric
. hit from 34 yards out and Eric Facey will all graduate ... Bobby
Facey hit 3: 1,?-yarder with five Jean won The Bill Knight ,
seconds left in the half.
Trophy for his performance.
"It was right up there with The award, named after longall the riailbiters I've seen," said ··- time UNH sports information
Bowes. "We came out in the director Bill Knight, goes to the
third period and played well and most outstanding player in ·the
; Bobby threw the ball very well. UNH-UMass game. The trophy
\Ye knew _we'd have to pass_ so· was presented to Jean by..
times agamst a tough physical Knight's daughter and wife- ·
· team like UMass." .
·
· ,. ... Curtis Olds had another great ·
The game had to make people game catchiflg 13 passes for 157
wonder how UMass could pos- yards. His 13 receptions tied the
, sibly be 2-8. "We beat a good mark he set earlier in the season
football team today," stressed against BU. "Let's face it,'' said
Bowes,. "We didn't beat a 2-8 Reid. "Olds isn't the easiest guy
team."
to tackle." .. .lt's Just The Way
· ~or Reid, it's just another The Season Has Gone: UMass,
tough defeat. "It was a heHuva who came into the game having
UNH's Curtis Olds latches onto one of his 13 catches in Saturday's game and wriggles for
~~me," ~e said. "We've been only one reception for more
more yardage. The 'Cats hope to wriggle their way into the I-AA playoffs. (Craig Parker)
mvolved rn a lot of close games than ten yarcls, completed a 52.:.
this yeaLwe've.just been on the yard pass (Palazzi-Trefari) only
wrong-end .of 'em."
to see the ball be fumbled at are ranked 16th in Division I- ··state. UNH must win agains.t~ decided by certain Division I.
· WILDCAT NOTES: The UNH's I-yard line ... UNH's ' _AA (up two from last week).
UConn on Saturday to be even . AA big-wigs. . ··
game was the last home match playoff situation is still up in Maine comes in at .17th after
considered for a playoff spot.
for eleven seniors. Defensive the air. Right now, the Wildcats a tough 37-34 win over IlHnois · . U nfortunate.ly, that will be

--------/---------DEFENSE------------------(continued from page 28)
I

experience has it's lumps
. though,
The 'Cats have had a third
period lead in each of their last.
three games, including a 4-3 .
;idvantage with ten minutes left
in the Lowell game. ·As the
games closed, though, the defense has crumbled and the
victory has slipped away. H the
game lasted -only 50 minutes,
this young UNH team would
sport a 3-1 record. The game
is 60 minutes, though, and the
'Cats are 0-3-1.
"It's fust a matter of experience for the freshmen," said
Plavsic. "We can't sit back when
we get the lead, we have to keep
forcing, ·then we'll be the team
we can be.''
The Lowell game was evidence of what experience can
do for a team. The Chiefs were
in the same spot the Wildcats
are in •now a few ·y-ears ago: •
Those trial years added up into .
this year's squ~d, whose vete-

rans won the game for the team
on Saturday.
With Lowell leading 3-2 in
the second period, Chiefs' senior
goal~e Dave Delfino prevented
a Wildcat onslaught that
could've gave the 'Cats a big lead.
He made at least five outstanding stops on shots coming from ·
less than ten .feet away, eleven
overall in the period.
After UNH did take the lead
in the third, again, it was the
Lowell veterans who saved the
day. Jim Newhouse,Jeff Flaherty and Craig Charron scored to
make it 6-4, and with one more
tally added later, the game was
sealed for the 1-4 Chiefs. Lowell
did all this damage within five ·
minutes.
As they are now, these young
Wildcats really aren't bad.
They' re learning their lesson,
not by being blown out, but by ,
losing games they should · be
winning.
It was f:resh .man·' Chris

Winnes (2-7-9) who helped the
'Cats take a 2-2 tie with Lowell
into the dressing·room after the
first period. His ni.fty passing
set up powerplay goals for Steve
Horner and David Aikeri.
Veterans Horner and Scott
Brown, essential in the priming
of the younger UNH players,
flaunted their experience by
. scoring in the third to give the
'Cats the 4-3 lead. Homer's was
his second. powerplay goal of
the game.
In the end, though, it was .the
young defense that cost the 'Cats
the game. Morrison (38 saves)
played great for SO minutes, but
the Chiefs' opportunities in the
final ten were _fast, fvrious, and
too much for he and the Wildcat
defense.
Confidence is certainly no
problem on the defense and it
won't be lorig before the 'Cats
are on the positive side of thes·e ·
close games. .
' , "It's coming ,around every

day," Plavsic s-aid. "At first, I'd FACTS AND,. THOUGHTS:
take no chances, but now .as I Charlie Holt, who will coach the
get more confidence, I'll move. team in Minnesota while Dave
in an"d take shots. With confi- O'Connor works with the footdence, I think we'll have a great ball team against UConn next
defense."
week, was the colorma·n for
Morrison isn't about to let the Duluth television coverage of
Lowell game affect him. "(Con- games last season ... The Wildfidence) is one of the strongest cats have been successful in five
parts of my game," he said. "(A . of their last 11 power play
goal is scored) and then it's over. situ~tions ... In 13 periods this
You just have to shake ir-off."
year, UNH has only been out-"Once we win a couple games, shot in seven, a far cry from last
-the rest will come along," Dean ytar when UNH goalies were
said. "I think this is any day now, targets ... Snively Arena (4,000
as soon as the confidence is capacity) was fill~d with 2491
there."
_ fans; the best this season... Aside
The next opportunity for the from 'The Wave,' the antics of
'Cats to pick up their first victory these fans are amusing. The
is Friday night at Minnesota Wave' has no place in a hockey
Duluth,-who the 'Cats are 0-10 arena and it makes it difficult
against in the. history of the for tht r~al fan to watch the
match-up. The following, eve1:1- . action that is going on the ice...
ing, UNH. will take on rthe The _u niform of the Wildcat
Gophers from ~innesota, who mascot has got to be at least 15
own sevei;'l vidorie~ in,. eight ' ' y,ea·rs· old anq should b~ burnt,
comests ;ag~i.n~t·rtie ,WiJdcat&~·;. -·~ wth~r pre,.ventin~ any_embar. • ••• •-•·•• ••• . : , \.,;; ~·. r~ssmeni to th.cfµrnversuy. . .
''Cf
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Sports
Wild cats surv ive.late Scare from UM ass
By Rick Kampersal
It wasn't pretty, but they got
the job done.
Saturday's 17-10 victory over
a beleaguered .UMass football
team told two tales. First, the
Wildcats had to rely on some
big-play defense from a freshman (Ryan Jones) to squeak out
rhe win, and second, UMass is
not as bad as some people would
have you think.
Jones, red-shirted last season
(making him a football freshman), made two key interceptions to stop UMass drives,
recovered a fumble at his own
1-yard line, and, most surprisingly, looked like a veteran in
doing so.
'-'We won today because of
some big plays from our defense," said UNH coach Bill
Bowes. "Ryan had a great game.
He .certainly made some big
plays."
For his efforts, Jones was
voted the ECAC Co-Rookie of
the Week A ward and also was
the Yankee Conference Defen~
sive Plaver of the Week.
UNH's 17-10 lead was threatened on _DMass' last surge.
UMass coach'Jim Reid replaced
starting QB Dave Palazzi with
Tim Bryant and the move paid
off. Bryant drove his team from
his 3-yard line to UNH's 17'.yard line in approximately two
mil'Kl_tes.
With :Q41 remaining, Bryant
faded back, looking for · his

Wildcat .defender Ryan Jones looks upfield after picking off the first of his two big interceptions
Saturday against UMass. His othe-r came on the last drive of the game. (Craig Parker photo)
rec;eiver, 'Mike Trefari. Out of from the UNH 47, Palazzi . The winning sco~e came via
nowhere caltle Jones. "I was just found Trefari wide open and a perfectly executed draw play
trying to rea~ the quarterback watched him sprint for an from the Wildcats. On a 3rd and
and "react as qvickly as I could," apparent touchdown. Both ten from UMass' 28, everyone
said Jones. Jones made a diving Jones and Tim Byrne caught up . and their uncle thought the 'Cats
in_terception and preserved the to Trefari and caused the furn- woulcl come out gunning.
Wrong. Bobby Je.in (29-45,
ble. "On that play, Timmy
wm.
Earlier, Jones had pounced stripped the ball from .him and 343 yardsfhanded the ball off
on a fumble after a lon_g pass it was just there for me to cover to tailback Todd Urbanik (94
ards) and the · unior ran
play by Palazzi. On first and ten u " said ones.

Lady 'Cats bow _out _
of NCAA's with 2-0
defea t to UMa ss

j

l

J

. i
l
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By John Kelley
The UNH field hockey te(a m's
up and down season came to a
.disturbing halt in the first round
of .the NCAA tournament with
a 2-0 defeat to UMass.
"It was a disappointing way
ro end the season," junior Kathy
Daly said. "They outplayed us,
·
we did not deserve to win."
. Even though the Wildcats
won their earlier meeting 4-1,
there was no . question that
UMass was the better team on
this day.
"They played a lot harder
. than last time, with a lot'more
desire," Karen Brady said.
"We did not work well together, and they played a re,ally
good game," Kim Zifcak said.
This was the first loss for the
'Cats on Memorial Field since
last year's double overtime
defeat to Penn State.
The winning goal came in the
second half off a penalty stroke.
Kathy Deangelis fired a shot
to the left of goalie Michelle
Flannell which she tipped into
the upper corner of the net.
The only surprising thing
about the goal was that it took
until the second half to get it.
But the score would have come ·
much earlier if it was not for
the spectacular play of Flannell
(are you surprised?) and the·fihe
defensive:play of Pattt DrutyJ:
Her 1;,est•flurry came in the

first half when she miraculously
stopped three shots seemingly
simulatanously inside the circle .
Drury led the team with four
defensive say-es in the game,
three of which came in 'the first
half. But UNH could only hold
them off so long.
"At halftime we knew we had
to be stronger," Daly said. "We
had to play the way New Hampshire was capable of playing.
Each individual had to be
stonger."
From the start UMass dominated this contest. They were
connecting on their passes. The
fast start for UMass seemed to
stifle the Wildcat attack for the
entire game.
"They came down our throats
in the first five minutes," Daly
said. "They .got the momentum
and we could not establish a
counter attack."
Statistically, UMass dominatteam scrapped and fought, but UMass proved
ed. They outshot the Wildcats The fi~ld hockey
first round ·o f the NCAA's. (Craig Parker
the
in
tough
too
33-17 and Flannell had twenty
·
saves to the UMass goaltender photo)
Deangelis was. able to add lost, is what upset the team the
Lynn Carlson·•s nine.
1
"Our ·attack was not threat- another goal f iv,e and one half most.
"We felt bad with the way we
- ening enough for her (Carlson) minutes later to put the Wildcats' away as they never could played,'.' Daly said. "We wish
to be on her heels," Daly said.
we could have lost by playing
The constant 'pressure app- amount an attack.
·
Simply put, the Wildcats did our best."
lied by UM ass finally paid off
FINAL NOTES: UMass was
as Deangelis was able to score not play anywhere near their
off a penalty corner (set up by potential and UMass. played ·a certainly the hot team this
Daly's defensive save that would -fan_tastic game; and deserved . weekend, carrying their mohave ·been a goal) at the 16:38 to win. But the fact that UNH
. did · not play well, not that they NC~.A LOSS, page 26
mark of the ·secc;md half.

through a gaping hole, untouched, for a 28-yard TD run.
"We moved our coverage up
on that play/' said Reid. "UNH
just made an excellent call in
that situation."
UMass went with a quarterback option-type of play for
most of the game and that
proved to be their problem.
Though tailback Kevin Smellie
did gain 105 yards, they also
made some key turnovers.
"That's option football, I
guess," said Reid: "When it
,doesn't work, you're in trouble.
.You gotta hold onto that ball:'
On the whole, Reid wasn't
very disappointed with the way
his team played. The fact that
UMass (without its best linebacker and several offensive
linemen) actually had a shot to
·w in this game said something
for their heart.
"I was pleased with the way we played," said Reid. "We came
back from two tough losses
(HolyCross and Villanova) and
we went out there and showed
some desire."
UMass scored the £irst touchdown of° the g~me at 3:41 of the
first quarter and it came, not
surprisingly on the option play.
Palazzi elected to keep the ball ,,,. and ran it in the end zone from
.
the 11.
In the second quarter, Jean
found Chris Braune open and

FOOTBALL, page 27

Defe nse ·
keep s on
learn ing
By Paul Sweeney
Of the UNH hockey team's
top five defensemen, two are
sophomo.res and three are fresh-·
men. Guys like David MacIntyre, Kevin Dean and Adrien
. Plavsic were playing in high
school a year ago and are now
trying to establish themselves
in the competitive Hockey East.
The gpaltending is in the
same situation. A year ago,
freshman Pat Morrison was
facing hamburgers, not the
· bullets and trick shots that
tested him in UNH's 7-4 loss
to Lowell Saturday night.
The defense is young; very
young. Heck, Plavsic isn't even
18 yet. They' re finding the
college level of the game to be
quite a change.
"It's very different," .s aid
Dean, who ·played high school
hockey at Culver Military Academy in Wisconsin. "It's a 'lot
faster and the players are more
physical: My adjustment is
coming along better than I
thought, but still, there needs
to be more work."
Looking into the future,
which is what most involved
with UNH hockey are doing,
the experience these kids are
getting now will eventually pay
· off. The process of getting that

DEFENSE, page 27

